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Only after the military ceremony was over, Corona protective masks were removed at "double-arm distance." Col.
Adam Boyd (center) handed over responsibility from Command Sgt. Maj. Micheal D. Sutterfield (left) to his successor Command Sgt. Maj. Michael Spear (right).

Command Sgt. Maj. Michael Spear and his family are excited about the new assignment.

Command Sergeant Major
Michael Spear takes over
Grafenwoehr, Germany - Michael Spear is the new command sergeant major of U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria on
Grafenwoehr Training Area. At a solemn ceremony, Command
Sgt. Maj. Micheal Sutterfield handed over the duties of the
highest ranking enlisted soldier of the garrison to his successor Michael Spear.

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (2)

Only a small number of German and American guests could
be on site due to the current Corona pandemic restrictions.
The mayors of the neighboring communities, Edgar Knobloch
of Grafenwoehr, Hans-Martin Schertl of Vilseck, 3rd Mayor
Reinhold Wildenauer of Weiden, Lt. Col. Florian Rommel for
the Bundeswehr as well as some representatives of the authorities and friends and soldiers were invited.

Through his hobby, the crafting of fine, handmade fountain
pens, he leaves many lasting souvenirs in Grafenwoehr. After
28 years in the U.S. Army, Sutterfield will soon retire in Alabama. With a good Bavarian " Danke, Servus und Auf Wiedersehen,” he said goodbye to the guests.

“

"We have never been received
more warmly than here in Bavaria"
(Command Sergeant Major Michael Spear)

The event was broadcast online for additional guests. After
the invocation by the garrison chaplain and the playing of the
national anthems, the change of responsibility was officiated
with the contactless exchange of the garrison flag.

Command Sgt. Maj. Michael Spear is accompanied by his
wife Tiffany and four children. The family will live at Rose Barracks in Vilseck. Until recently, Spear was stationed with the
25th US Infantry Division in Hawaii. In addition to many other
assignments in the USA, he also served in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Garrison Commander Col. Adam J. Boyd thanked Command
Sgt. Maj. Sutterfield for his services. "You took care of soldiers, civilians and families in the U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria.
"You care" is the highest award and the highest praise for it,"
said Boyd.

"The strength of the garrison is its soldiers and their families.
We are happy to be a part of this great team and hope that
the relationships will continue to grow," said Spear. He ended
his welcoming speech with the motto "Army Strong, Strong
Europe!"

Thanks also went to Sutterfield's wife Kelly who was very committed to the USO soldier support organization. Sutterfield
has been stationed in Grafenwoehr for almost three years
and apart from his military duties was also actively involved in
shaping German-American partnership. He maintained good
connections to the KONTAKT Club, the U.S. veterans, his motorcycle friends and Bavarian neighbors and friends.

U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria is the largest U.S. garrison outside the United States and is responsible for the administration
and infrastructure measures of the U.S. military installations
at Grafenwoehr, Vilseck, Hohenfels and Garmisch. More than
40,000 people, including around 15,000 U.S. soldiers, live and
work at these installations.
| by Gerald Morgenstern
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Highest award for the U.S. Army Europe
The streamer of the Bavarian Minister President
has only been awarded three times in this decade

Munich / Grafenwoehr, Germany - Markus Söder awards
the streamer of the Bavarian Minister President to U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR). By doing so, he honored the liberation from
the Nazis and 75 years of friendship. Many representatives are
happy about it.
Despite all the tensions and uncertainties that have arisen from
U.S. President Donald Trump's announcement to pull troops out
of Germany, the German-American friendship continues to flourish. A special honor was already bestowed upon the U.S. Army
Europe in May: On the 75th anniversary of the end of World
War II and the Liberation of Bavaria from National Socialism,
Minister President Markus Söder presented the streamer of the
Bavarian Minister President to USAREUR as the successor of
the 7th U.S. Army.

U.S. Army officials are grateful for this award. "We received the
award humbly. It honors not only 75 years of cooperation, diplomacy and friendship between the USA and Bavaria, but also
symbolizes the lasting connection between our countries," said
Lt. Gen. Christopher Cavoli, commanding general, U.S. Army
Europe, and former commander, 7th Army Training Command,
Grafenwoehr Training Area.
Brig. Gen. Christopher Norrie, the current commander of 7th
Army Training Command, is also happy about the award.

“

"We were humbled that the Bavarian
Prime Minister bestowed this honor on
U.S. Army Europe. The U.S.-German partnership is vital to the NATO deterrence
mission and the keystone of the security
and defense of Europe. This streamer not
only recognizes the past 75 years of U.S.
and Bavarian cooperation, diplomacy and
friendship – it also symbolizes the enduring bond between our two countries."
(Lt. Gen. Christopher Cavoli)

Photo Credit: Stefan Neidl

The streamer of the Bavarian Minister President is the highest
honor that can be bestowed upon a military unit by the Free
State of Bavaria. This decade, it has only been awarded three
times: In 2011 to Panzer Grenadier Battalion 112 in Regen, 2016
to the 10th Panzer Division in Veitshöchheim and 2019 to the
Center of Air- and Space Medicine of the Air Force.
Bavarian State Minister Florian Herrmann, as the head of the
State Chancellery, is responsible for the military training area
in Grafenwoehr said that the award of the flag takes place “in
the awareness of our responsibility for the atrocities of National
Socialism. The friendship and partnership between Germans
and Americans has grown over 75 years." Herrmann has often
visited Grafenwoehr. "Grafenwoehr and the Upper Palatinate are
the heart of the U.S. Army in Bavaria, in the immediate vicinity
of the former Iron Curtain. Nowhere else, can you feel so clearly
that peace is nothing that can be taken for granted, and nowhere
is transatlantic friendship being lived as closely as here.”

Grafenwoehr’s Mayor Edgar Knobloch considers the award a
beautiful gesture and his happy for his personal friend Cavoli:
" He has an extraordinary background. He is the right man in
the right place, " he said. Knobloch always strives for a good
exchange with the Americans. His city is the interface and the
nucleus for good cooperation, after all, the military training area
is the city’s direct neighbor. Nowhere else, is partnership more
obvious than in Grafenwoehr. During a recent visit to Grafenwoehr by Cavoli, he was able to personally congratulate him. To
date, the Corona pandemic has prevented he official presentation of the streamer by State Minister Herrmann or another state
representative.
| by Stefan Neidl
Bavarian Times | 6
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Ammerthal shows support for its
partnership squadron in USAG Bavaria
VILSECK, Germany — Mayor Anton Peter of Ammerthal and
Chairperson Doris Weiss of the Ammerthal Homeland and Cultural Association were special guests at the change of command
ceremony of their partnership squadron, 2nd Air Support Operation Squadron (2ASOS), on June 18, 2020.

Bavaria’s 173rd, 2CR and 7th ATC units, his mentors, his family
and the Ammerthal community. “Distinguished guests of Ammerthal, thank you for your friendship and community partnership,”
said Lt. Col. Hayek. “Your generosity to share your culture is one
of our fondest memories.”

The ceremony took place on Rose Barracks, and signified the
command transfer from outgoing Lt. Col. Michael Hayek to incoming Lt. Col. Justin D. Bañez. As the Hayek family is PCSing to
Ramstein Airforce Base.

After the ceremony, Mayor Peter and Weiss presented both
lieutenant colonels with welcome and farewell gifts – filled with
specialty goods from Ammerthal and face masks marked with a
special Bavarian design.

Due to COVID-19, health precautions were observed throughout.
All participants maintained a safe physical distance from one
another. And the physical transfer of the guidon was instead replaced with a salute. Additionally, the event was livestreamed on
Facebook, so community members of both the squadron and
Ammerthal could tune-in from home.

“To our community leaders of Ammerthal, I’m relieved to know
that the 2ASOS has a great partnership with you,” said Lt. Col.
Bañez. “You opened your arms and honored us to be partners.
Please know that we will continue to be here.” Lt. Col. Bañez is
accompanied by his wife, Ada Sarmento, and their daughter.
Editor’s Note: The 173rd Airborne Brigade is a part of a
2ASOS detachment in Italy.
| by Sidney Sullivan

During his parting speech, Lt. Col. Hayek expressed deep gratitude for the continued support of the 2ASOS squadron, USAG

Visit the enormous
DEVIL`S CAVE!
Please note: In the Devil‘s Cave, there
are over 400 steps. Photography is allowed only without flash!
Please stay with the group!
The residents of this region had named the
tremendous cave gorge the „Teufelsloch“
(Devil`s Hole) hundreds of years ago. But
after the discovery, as one could see the
huge dimensions of the cave, it was called
„Teufelshöhle“, which means `Devil`s
Cave`.
„Devil`s Hole“
is the first hall in the cave, is 30 feet high and
above it there are 50 feet of stone. 27 years

further there was a cave-in. In October 1922
the cave-explorer, a mining engineer called
Prof. Dr. Hans Brandt, gave the order to break a passage through the cave-in. His workers had to dig 30 feet before they found
the natural course of the cave. During the
next ten years the cave was extended to
one mile, which can be visited up to now.
Right behind the entrance, one can see the
first limestone- formations. The „Pope`s
Crown“, the „Organ“ and the „Curtain“.
They are between 10 000 and 12 000 years
old.
The limestones hanging from the ceiling are
called stalactites and the ones growing out
of the ground are the stalagmites. To build
up 1 mm of limestone it takes 13 years.
Next to our journey into „Devil`s Cave` is

Bears Grotto. Visitors can see even a complete skeleton of a cave bear. The bear was
approximately 12 feet high and his weight
was 900 pounds. After passing the „Nibelung Grotto“ the visitor enters the
„Barbarossa Dome“.
In this hall one can see „Barbarossas Beard“ which forms a fine waterfall. A stalagmite arising from the ground in the form of a
Pagoda Pillar „Emperor Barbarossa“ is the
most beautiful formation in the cavern and
it is 200 000 years old.
If the visitor looks downwards in the „Barbarossa Dome“ he can see the deepest
location of the cave: it is situated 230 feet
below the upper surface of the cavern. The
visitor has to go up „Mount Calvary“ and after he has reached the last step, he can see

Fascination Devil ’s Cave
Pottenstein/Fränkische Schweiz
Detailed information
for our guests
is available at the
Tourism Ofﬁce
91278 Pottenstein
Phone: 09243-70841
www.pottenstein.de
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one of the longest
stalactite caves in Germany
Ê Tours, daily
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Ê Restaurant – bus parking
Ê Pottenstein’s adventure mile
Ê Area with the largest number of
breweries in the world!!!

the multi-colour illuminated „Crucifixion“ to
his right. After the „Three-Kaisers-Grotto“
and the „Witches Shaft“ the visitor enters
the
„Colossal Hall“.
This cave is 42 feet high and above it there are 147 feet of stone. In this hall one can
find the two oldest limestones of `Devil`s
Cave`. The first stalacmite resembles a
„tree“, the other one is called „Goliath“.
Their age is thought to be over 300 000
years.
Then one walks through the „Candle Hall“
and finally reavches the exit. As the exit is 82
feet higher, the visitor has to pass a romantic
gorge to get back to the entrance.

THaNK yOu fOr viSiTiNG!
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Vilseck High
graduates amidst
coronavirus pandemic

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — Students from Vilseck High
School graduated on June 6, 2020, with hopes for their future
amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.

amazing. I’m excited about all the upcoming opportunities as
a young adult. I can’t wait to start my new life.”
| by Julian Temblador

“I want to commend us for how optimistic, resilient and unwavering we all have been throughout this process,” said
Vilseck High School Class President Hassanatou Balde.
Vilseck High School, located on U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria
Rose Barracks, transitioned to an online-only learning style
on March 16, 2020, as a result of COVID-19 and the preventative measures brought on by the Bavarian government.
“It was tough trying to stay positive about everything — knowing that my prom got canceled,” said Eva Bender, a Vilseck
High graduate. “I didn’t get to walk the halls, or have lunch
with my friends anymore.”
While physical distancing and face-coverings were mandatory, students say they were glad they could attend an inperson ceremony. The graduation was held within the school
gymnasium; furthermore, only graduating students and faculty were allowed inside. Faculty recorded the graduation ceremony, and a live Facebook event was hosted for the graduating students’ family and friends to view from a distance.
“Being out of school and having to do everything online was
really tough for me,” added Bender. “I am very grateful to at
least have a ceremony, even though my family and friends
can’t be here.”

Photo Credit: Julian Temblador, USAG Bavaria Public Affairs

Amidst the sadness from all the missed high school experiences, Balde owned the hindering experience that COVID-19
caused.
“Since we lost a third of our senior year to corona, I thought
it’d be empowering for us to reclaim the word and make it
our own,” said Balde, as she addressed her classmates in a
speech. “C for committed, O for optimistic, R for resilient, O
for open-hearted, N for noble and A for above any other class.
We are the ‘Class of CORONA,’ and we are powerful.”
Moving forward, the new graduates have exciting plans and
maintain high hopes for their futures. According to the school
administration, many will be attending college and a few are
enlisting in the military.

Vilseck High School Class President Hassanatou Balde delivers a speech during the Vilseck
High Graduation on June 6, 2020.

Diessfurt Lake
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Heading into the summer
season, we remind the community that Soldiers are prohibited from swimming in Diessfurt Lake (located between Grafenwoehr and Pressath), because a lifeguard
must be on duty. There are no lifeguards at the Diessfurt
Lake.
If you decide to visit the lake, COVID-19 contact regulations still apply.
Other year-round lake restrictions include:
• Open fires (including barbecues) are not allowed.
• Parties are not allowed.
• Littering is not allowed.
To ensure that these rules are not violated, both German
Polizei and MP now patrol this area, regularly.

“I am planning on majoring in art education and minoring in
German language,” Bender said.
“I plan on attending Kansas State University and majoring in
nursing,” said graduate Jordan Leighty. “As a graduate, I feel

| by USAG Bavaria
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GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — When DoDEA Europe closed
schools indefinitely due to COVID-19, many teachers, parents
and students did not know what to expect. “It was like that one
dream that kids have about not going back to school,” said
Brett Faraason, an eighth grader at Netzaberg Middle School.
“I thought that this would mean waking up late and hanging out
with my family.”

Tower Barracks

Local students discuss their
experiences with digital learning
during COVID-19

While adjusting to the physical limitations of a virtual classroom,
students still report that there are many things to enjoy about
learning from home.
“I enjoy that I get to take breaks whenever I want,” said Jayden
Choi, a fifth grader at Grafenwoehr Elementary School.
“Just being at home is fun,” Rocha agrees. “I get to be with my
family, my dog, and I get a chance to create new memories that
I couldn’t before. The shorter day is also a plus.”

When schools opened up for digital learning, the digital classroom looked different compared to what students were used to
in a regular classroom.

Some of the older students say that they benefit from the shorter
day, because it allows them to learn at their own pace.

“At first, I was really happy about it,” stated River Rocha, a ninth
grader at Ramstein High School student. “I thought that it would
be fun. I can learn from home, be on my computer, and each
class is only 30 minutes.”

“I like that you can get done with all of your work in half the time
of regular school hours,” says Jahvon Hunter, a ninth grader at
Vilseck High School.

According to students, the biggest difference between the two
learning styles is the change of teacher accessibility.

Robert Rasmussen, an eighth grader at Netzaberg Middle
School, adds, “I have the freedom to work at my own pace,
schedule my day the way I want, and can enjoy some more family time.”

“The most difficult part of learning at home is the limited access
to teacher help,” stated Vivian Velez, a ninth grade student at
Vilseck High School. “The teachers are not able to guide students as effectively through online school.”

As students discover the benefits of virtual learning, many still
yearn for normal classes to resume.

“In virtual learning we get a lot of assignments just sent out to
our Google Classroom, but the teacher isn’t always there to explain things,” says Stella Martinelli, a fourth grader at Grafenwoehr Elementary School. “That freaks some kids out.”

Tilly Glaser, a fourth grader at Grafenwoehr Elementary School,
summarized the mood of most students when she stated, “For
once in my life, I want to go back to school!”
“I agree with her,” stated Martinelli. “I miss all of the teachers,
recess on the playground and playing with my friends.”

At Wiesbaden High School, ninth grader Savannah Bussa says
that the most difficult part of learning at home is being away from
her classmates. “I can get a good learning experience, talk to my
teachers and get help when I need it,” said Bussa. “But I can’t
get face-to-face contact with my peers.”

With the recent announcement that DoDEA schools will remain
in a digital environment through the end of the school year,
Continued on page 10
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Vilseck Elementry
School awards
ceremony to
celebrate reducing
waste and encourage
recycling
USAG Ansbach Army
Substance Abuse Program

Mason Glaser and Tilly Glaser participate in a virtual classroom discussion.

students have developed recommendations for others to succeed in a virtual learning environment:

Create a schedule for yourself to succeed.
– Jayden Choi

”

Ask questions if you do not understand something.
– Savanna Bussa

Have a distraction-free workplace, so you will not get sidetracked – Robert Rasmussen
Write down all of your daily assignments so you don’t fall
behind – Brett Faraason
Do all your school work at once, rather than dwell on it the
entire day – Vivian Velez
Don’t spend all your time looking at the screen. Go outside
to get some fresh air, do family activities and have fun.
– River Rocha

Photo Credit: Kathy Glaser

Don’t get behind, and plan to stay ahead as much as possible. – Jahvon Hunter

Editor’s Note: Current and former students of Dr. Bill Hunter’s
Jedi Leadership Academy, at Grafenwoehr Elementary School,
were asked to share their experiences with digital learning. This
article was written by Dr. Hunter with assistance from Stella Martinelli, a fourth grade student at Grafenwoehr Elementary School,
and edited by Vivian Velez, a ninth grade student at Vilseck High
School.
Sidney Sullivan, with the U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria Public Affairs Office, also contributed to this article.

| by Dr. Bill Hunter, Stella Martinelli
of Grafenwoehr Elementary School, and
Vivian Velez of Vilseck High School

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany – Vilseck Elementary School held a
special assembly awarding students who reduced their lunchtime
waste. For three months, teachers and parent volunteers with first
through fifth grade students monitored the amount of trash and
recyclable products produced at Wednesday lunchtime. The
classes with the least amount of total waste were recognized with
a special outdoor-themed prize at the assembly.
VES Students from the Environmental Club recorded a video
about the importance of reducing, reusing, and recycling, and
how best to carry out these actions, encouraging their fellow students to participate in the weekly event with hopes of making the
habits daily.
The best way to reduce lunchtime waste is to buy bulk items
instead of individually packaged products, and put lunch meals
into reusable, multi-compartment containers. Overall, the school
more than doubled the number of students who chose to bring
waste free lunches as their meals throughout the quarter.
Students received prizes such as bug viewers, butterfly nets, frisbees, and more. The winning classes are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

1st Grade –Ms. Stavro’s Class
2nd Grade – Ms. Kellar’s Class
3rd Grade – Ms. Nell’s Class
4th Grade – Ms. Higley’s Class
5th Grade – Ms. Sizemore’s Class

VES plans to work with Soldier units in Vilseck to encourage participation in reducing food waste on a wider scale. This initiative
further spurred discussions with AAFES, leading to an approval
for DODEA Schools in Bavaria to ultimately switch to reusable
utensils in the lunch room and away from plastics.
Follow Vilseck Elementary School’s Environmental Club on Facebook to learn more about the environmental initiatives that young
students are taking to secure a better future.
| by Christa Rolls,
USAG Bavaria DPW Environmental Division
Bavarian Times | 10
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Natural running
Running has long been one of the most popular sports
to lose weight, or to get and stay fit. However, successful training involves more than just running. The right
technique ensures that joints are protected and a relaxed running feeling is created. Horst Schedl from Gößl –
Gesunde Schuhe teaches his customers how to acquire
the optimal running style in individual coaching sessions.

Natural walking
„The goal of the coaching sessions is relaxed running, not the
highest possible performance or
speed,“ explains the trained running coach. Especially at the beginning of the coaching, it is therefore important to discuss any
previous illnesses and to discuss
the difficulties encountered while running. This is the only way to
individually optimize the running
technique. Schedl also specifically advises on natural running. The
focus is on returning to the natural running movement of humans. “Man is a natural runner and
designed for endurance running.
But the heels of most common
shoes hinder our natural running
movements,” says Schedl.
Exercises for coordination
Unsurprisingly, the first exercise
in coaching is carried out bare-

foot. The goal is to jump from
one step board to the floor and
then onto another step board
with both feet at the same time.
It is important to keep the right
balance and coordination here.
„That sounds simple at first,
but some students need fifteen
minutes to master that,“ says
Schedl. An exercise follows in
which the balls of the feet are
teetered up and down. The heels
must clearly touch the ground.
To increase this, the movement
is carried out jumping instead
of teetering. In both cases, the
rhythm is based on a metronome.“ 175 steps per minute are
ideal for running. We train that
with these teetering and jumping exercises. ”A subsequent
footprint gives the trained barefoot running coach information
about the position of the feet.

Here one or the
other foot already
shows the reason(s)
for possible difficulties when
running. In general, Schedl also
advises his customers on running injuries and offers training
for defective positions of toes
and feet.
Metronome for rhythm
After the initial dry practice, the
actual training follows. Together
with the coach, the runners go
outside, initially walking at a
brisk pace. „Walking is the best
preparation for running,“ explains Schedl. He makes a before-video of his customers to see
how style and technique change
during the training session. An
important part of coaching is
to feel the natural movement
barefoot. Many hobby runners
not only run too fast, they of-

ten also take steps that are too
big. A metronome helps to find
and keep the right rhythm. The
after-video clearly shows: The
running style is more relaxed,
the foot more in focus. Running
feels natural and relaxed.
„One training session is usually
enough to show people the way
to the best running style,“ says
Schedl. He is also happy to advise customers on individually fitting running shoes. “Running barefoot in shoes requires a period
of getting used to it and long
training. Especially at the beginning, shoes with little or no heels
and thinner soles are sufficient.”
Runners get used to a natural
running style again. The result is
a healthy and relaxed training.

Gößl
Gesunde Schuhe

CORRECT RUNNING
AND WALKING
How to reach us:
Bismarckstr. 24 | 92637 Weiden | Phone: 0961/32721
goessl@gesunde-schuhe.com | goessl.gesunde-schuhe.com
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OUR SERVICES:

Trained specialists

• classic orthopedic shoe technology
• innovative orthotic insert technology
with foot and posture diagnostics
• shoe ﬁttings
• feel-good and comfortable shoes

Measured and made by hand

history & nature

110 years

military training area

Grafenwoehr,
Germany
–
"O
Wanderer
stand still and
hear what I want
to tell you! 25 meters south of this
point on June 30, 1910 at 8 o'clock in the morning the 15 cm
grenade 80Z, from his field howitzers, coming from Grünhundhöhe hill, the first artillery projectile on the military training area,
lost power 800 meters before reaching the target. " This is the
inscription on a martyr at the point of impact in the middle of the
training area’s impact area. June 30, 1910 is considered the "official date of birth" of the military training area, which celebrates
its 110th anniversary this year.
The first artillery shot on the then royal Bavarian shooting range
was actually a miss. Michael Kugler, from Nitzlbuch near Auerbach, fired this first artillery shot from a Krupp field howitzer "sFH
02" on Grünhundhöhe hill in 1910 as a gunner in the 2nd Royal
Bavarian Foot Artillery Regiment. It wasn't until 2009 that it became known who fired the first shot and the story was documented for posterity. The pictures and documents of the gunner
Michael Kugler are exhibited in the Culture and Military Museum.
The historical Krupp cannon is still waiting for a worthy place in
the museum's military department.

American Paladin howitzer to ceremonially herald the beginning
of the next 100 years. Additionally, a martyr was placed behind
shooting range 114 on Grünhundhöhe hill.
The “First Shot Memorial” was established on the parade field
in front of the Water Tower in October 2019. The city and the
museum presented the U.S. Army with a historic Krupp cannon
that commemorates the first artillery shot. Replicas of the martyrs
and the silhouette of the gunner Michael Kugler are also located
in the pavilion on the installation’s parade field.
Grafenwoehr Mayor Edgar Knobloch thanked everyone involved
during the opening ceremony last year and emphasized that the
opening of the training area meant that the city was constantly
developing and always experiencing an economic upswing. The
military is still the largest employer in the region today. He said
that the First Shot Memorial is also a sign of German-American
friendship and good coexistence, which may continue for a long
time. Brig. Gen. Christopher Norrie and Col. Adam Boyd also expressed their thanks. They asked their soldiers and visitors to the
training area to inform themselves about the history of the training area at the "First Shot Memorial" and in the military museum.
There will not be a big commemoration of the 110th birthday of
the training area. The event will be commemorated with articles,
on- and offline.
| by Gerald Morgenstern

Several times the anniversaries of the training area’s establishment were celebrated with big fests and parades. In 2010, the
first shot was re-enacted during the training area’s 100th anniversary celebration. Another artillery shot was fired from a modern

This month, we are commemorating the 110th anniversary of
Grafenwoehr Training Area. Follow #110YearsofGTA to see
GTA’s history through the years. #StrongEurope #TrainToWin
In 1956, West Germany introduced conscription and activates
the Bundeswehr (German Armed Forces). One month after the
activation the first German Bundeswehr, soldiers arrive and
are billeted at Camp Normandy at GTA. The U.S. establishes
a co-use agreement for Camps Algier and Normandy for joint
training and maneuvers. Today, the Bundeswehr is one of the
primary users of the Grafenwoehr Training Area.
In the first picture, German artillerymen fired a M110 Howitzer
in the 1970s. The second picture shows a German Leopard
2A6 tank (right) firing at a target during the Strong Europe
Tank Challenge (SETC) in May 2017.
| by 7th Army Training Command

Grafenwoehr, Germany -- “Grafenwoehr
Training Area, Yesterday
- Today” is the title of the
bi-lingual book written
by Reserve Sgt. Major
Gerald Morgenstern. A new edition was released in
December 2018. On 288 pages with more than 800
photos, it does not only tell the history of the training
area since 1910 but also covers the development of
the training area in recent years. The book also includes greetings by US Army commanders and the
development of Hohenfels Training Area. In a detailed
chapter, the book also covers the first artillery shot
on June 30, 1919. This year, we celebrate its 110th
anniversary. “Grafenwoehr Training Area, Yesterday Today” is available in bookstores and at various sales
locations on and off post. For more information, visit
us on Facebook at “Grafenwoehr Training-Area Book.”
The book may also be ordered online.
| by Gerald Morgenstern
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Follow #110YearsofGTA

History of
the Training
Area

Creating a healthy basis: Beautiful hair needs an intact hair floor
that is free of slags. Deep cleansing, basic care with extracts from
birch bark and nettle can help. "These medicinal plants have proven their worth regarding hair problems," says the trained chemist. For example, they are contained in the Skalpuro special care
from the health food store. The gel is massaged into the scalp and
is said to have a strengthening and growth-promoting effect.
Slow down deliberately: "Stress is a predator of vital substances and is significantly involved in premature skin aging and hair
loss," says Jentschura. "So be good to yourself and provide for
relaxation and joy every day - natural beauty really comes from
within."
Naturally clean and care: "It has almost gone out of fashion to
brush your hair regularly with natural bristles," says Jentschura.
Although it has several positive effects: "It cleans, maintains and
boosts blood circulation." A peeling removes residues of care
and styling products that weigh down the hair. Mix a little baby
shampoo with a teaspoon of basic body salt and massage it in.
For more shine after rinsing, add a dash of apple cider vinegar
to the final rinse.

YOUR DENTIST IN WEIDEN
Dr. med. dent. Christoph Radeck
Dental Aesthetics
Cosmetic corrections

Prophylaxis

Healthy and beautiful teeth for a lifetime

General Dentistry

Skilled Gentle Dentistry for a Beautiful Smile

0961/ 401 92 10

Opening Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 8.00 - 12.00 and 14.00 - 18.00
Wednesday and Friday 8.00 - 12.00

TRICARE OCONUS PREFERRED DENTIST
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DR. MED. DENT. CHRISTOPH RADECK, Woerthstrasse 8, 92637 Weiden, Phone: 0961/ 401 92 10, mail@dr-radeck.de
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(djd). There are very different
causes for hair problems. But
they have one thing in common: They are a great burden
for those affected - for women,
as well as for men. "Weak hair
is an indication that something
is not running smoothly in our
body," says health expert Dr.
H. c. Peter Jentschura from
Münster. He recommends a
holistic view of the causes
- and a naturopathic treatment that also includes a balanced
acid-base balance and good stress management. The brochure
"Naturally beautiful hair," for example, offers a lot of interesting
information on the topic. It is available free of charge at health
food stores or at www.p-jentschura.com. The most important tips
from the specialist:

Gentle deacidification: The balance between acids and bases in our body must be right so that every cell is well
supplied with nutrients. "However, most people are overacidified," says Jentschura, because they consume too
much sugar, white flour and animal products, coffee and
processed foods. This causes slag to build up in the tissue
that leads to blockages. "This is how aging processes are
accelerated." Therefore, a first step to healthy hair is systematic detoxification and a change of diet to predominantly basic
foods such as fresh, seasonal fruits, vegetables and whole grain
cereals.

www.dr–radeck.de

Holistic ways
to naturally
beautiful
hair

health

Too thin, too
blunt, too weak?

Public Health Command
Europe offers guidance
on how to stay
tick-free this year
Ticks are common in high grass and bushes.

As people spend more time outdoors, so do many insects and
pests. Among those are ticks, which can carry several potentially serious diseases. One of the most common is Lyme
disease.

Photo Credit: Carola Vahldiek | sonne_fleckl – stock.adobe.com

According to Public Health Command Europe officials, a person with Lyme disease may develop fever, headache, fatigue
and a skin rash. This rash is sometimes referred to as a “bullseye” rash because it is red and circular in appearance.
In most cases, Lyme disease can be treated with antibiotics.
However, if the disease is left untreated, it can worsen and
cause a number of serious problems, to include, facial paralysis and pain and numbness in the hands and feet.

Prevention is also important in protecting yourself and your family. Here are five tips to prevent
tick bites:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wear long-sleeved shirts and pants when in wooded
areas.
Wear closed shoes — no bare feet or sandals.
Use an insect repellent with DEET.
Don’t walk through bushes or tall grass. Stay on
marked trails, where possible.
After being outdoors, check for ticks. Shower and
change your clothes.

“Ticks can be active on winter days when the ground temperatures are above 45 degrees Fahrenheit but they are most
prevalent during warmer days,” said Maj. Amanda Cline, Chief
of Entomology at PHCE.

Protecting yourself from ticks is important, but it is equally important not to forget about your furry family members.

So what do you do if you find a tick on you or your pet? Cline
says ticks can be safely removed with tweezers.

“Having a pet dog or cat more than doubles the odds that humans will find a tick on themselves,” said Maj. Stephanie Kennedy, PHCE Regional Veterinary Clinical Medicine Officer and
Consultant.

“The first thing to do is to make sure you remove it properly,”
she said. “Forget everything you have heard about removing
ticks before now. All you need is a pair of sterile tweezers and
simply pull at the mouthparts, or as close to the skin as pos-

Prof. Dr. med. Theodor Klotz, MPH
Clinic for Urology, Andrology and Pediatric Urology
Kliniken Nordoberpfalz AG

Prostate Cancer Prevention
Vasectomy
Vasovasostomy
Aging Male
Erectile Dysfunction
Sexual Dysfunction
Sexually Transmitted Diseases

– Benign Prostatic
Hyperplasia
– Lower Urinary Tract
Symptoms

Opening Hours:
Monday–Thursday
Friday

8 a.m.–4 p.m.
8 a.m.–2.30 p.m.

PHCE recommends that pets be treated for ticks year round and
encourages pet owners to talk with their local veterinary treatment facility to determine the best tick prevention for your pet.

Tricare
Provider

Treatments/Services:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

sible, in a slow steady manner. Following removal, you should
apply alcohol or an antibiotic ointment.”

Söllnerstraße 16 · 92637 Weiden
Phone: 0961-303-3302 · Fax: 0961-303-4405

Opening Hours:

Monday:

Dr. med. Rudolf Scharl · Dr. med. Dietrich Schreyer
Dr. med. Michael Rogenhofer · Dr. med. Walter Vogl
Urology, Andrology and Pediatric Urology

Treatments & Services:
Prostate Cancer Prevention
Vasectomy
Aging Male
Erectile Dysfunction
Sexual Dysfunction
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms

8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Tuesday:
8 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Wednesday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Thursday:
8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Friday:
8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Contact:

Phone:
Fax:
Mail:
Web:

Address:

0 96 21 / 1 27 51
0 96 21 / 2 10 71
info@uro-team.de
www.uro-team.de

Marienstraße 9
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Make sure to remove your dog’s collar from time to time and inspect for ticks.

“Along with tick prevention, pet owners are encouraged to
check their pets for ticks daily, especially after they spend time
outdoors,” Kennedy said.
When checking your pet for ticks, don’t forget to
check these five common places ticks hide on dogs:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Under the collar: Make sure to remove your dog’s collar from time to time and inspect for ticks.
“Private” areas: Make sure to check in the groin area
between the back legs and underneath the tail. These
are popular spots for ticks to hide.
Inside of Ears: All the little crevices inside of an ear
make it a popular spot for ticks to hang out.
Between Toes: Spots like between the toes are cozy
and not something that’s easy to see – making it a perfect place for a tick to setup camp.
Near the Eyelids: It can be tricky to tell, which is why
around the eyes is one place ticks go unnoticed. If
you’re not sure, it’s best to consult with your Veterinary
Treatment Facility.

PHCE offers a free tick surveillance program which identifies
and tests the ticks for the military and beneficiaries.
If you do find a tick on any member of your family, once removed, take the tick to your local medical treatment facility or for
your furry friends, to the veterinary treatment facility. Be sure to
have information on where you may have been bit and the date
it was removed, so PHCE can capture the information.
Please do not send or bring ticks directly to Public Health Command Europe.
For more information on tick-borne illnesses and how to protect
yourself and your family, please talk with your primary care
manager or your pet’s veterinarian.

| by Michelle Thum,
Regional Health Command Europe

This is what we do

This is what we stand for
Humanity, quality and being close to the patient
Reliability, competence and professionalism
Innovation and transparency of costs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prophylaxis and dental hygiene
Dental dam technique
Composite fillings
Bleaching
Implantology
Veneers
Root canal therapy with
surgical microscope
• Periodontal treatment
• Functional therapy
• Pediatric dentistry

Feel free to call us for a prompt appointment. For more detailed information visit our homepage.
Dr. Julius Sparrer
Praxis für Zahnheilkunde
TOPD – Tricare Oconus Preferred Dentist
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Bahnhofstraße 21
92690 Pressath
Tel.: 09644 - 8150 | Fax.: 09644 - 8190
info@zahnarzt-sparrer.de | www.zahnarzt-sparrer.de

Practice Opening Hours
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

covid-19

!
Alcohol
Awareness
during
COVID-19

ANSBACH, Germany -- The U.S. Army Garrison (USAG) Ansbach
Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP), would like to raise public awareness on the negative impact that high-risk drinking can
have on the Community, and to foster a culture that promotes
responsible drinking and making healthy, low-risk, life choices.
ASAP would like to especially highlight Alcohol Awareness this
month for two reasons, in observance of the national campaign
and the novel coronavirus (COVID-19).
If you were unaware, April is Alcohol Awareness Month. The National Campaign was created in April 1987, partially to support
local communities by ensuring that families have the resources,
information, and options available to address alcohol-related issues. Its other purpose was to combat one of the crises during
that time, alcoholism.

Photo Credit: freshidea – stock.adobe.com

We find ourselves in challenging and historic times once again.
The new crisis we are combating, COVID-19, is front and center. Over the last few months, the eyes of the World have been
focused on the coronavirus. COVID-19 has been the topic of
almost every conversation throughout households, boardrooms,
hospitals, and the media. During this ongoing battle, it is understandable why many may feel stressed and anxious for themselves or their loved ones. As the number of positive cases grow so
does the uncertainty and panic some may feel. It is completely
natural to feel anxiety when faced with the unknown. However,
reaching for a glass of alcohol can enhance your anxiety or
make it more likely for problematic patterns of alcohol use to
start or even continue.
Many are facing several significant challenges all at once. Lacking the understanding of the full capabilities of this virus, receiving contradictory information on television and online, accompanied by the fear of losing your financial support can be
extremely overwhelming. Some are also coping with grief from
the loss of a family member, a friend, a battle buddy, a colleague,
or a patient. Isolation is yet another challenge many are faced
with due to the World’s priority of flattening the curve and minimizing the spread of the coronavirus. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention have advised that the best way to accomplish this is handwashing, cough etiquette, physical distancing
by keeping 6 feet away from others in public, staying home, and
congregating in groups no larger than 10 people (3 people for
Germany per Bavarian State Parliament General Order).

Why is alcohol awareness important during COVID-19? Is the
Community consuming more alcohol? The Ansbach Community
has garnered roughly $86,000 in alcohol sales alone over the last
40 plus days. During this time, it is important to recognize these
challenges that you may face in order to avoid using alcohol
to self-medicate, potentially increasing certain COVID-19 related
risks. According to Alcohol Research: Current Reviews (2015),
a number of studies have shown how excessive alcohol use can
weaken your immune system and make you more susceptible
to pneumonia, acute respiratory stress syndromes (ARDS), and
sepsis. In fact, acute binge drinking can also compromise your
immune system. Practicing low-risk and responsible drinking is
especially important during the COVID-19 pandemic. In times
like these, the body needs to function at its highest levels in
order to fight off the symptoms and decrease the potential harm
of COVID-19.
If you recognize that you may need some help with coping strategies, please seek support. Stay connected. Connecting with
others takes the pressure off and helps us through challenging
times. Make connecting with others a priority- You'll realize that
you are not alone. Talk to an older relative, a peer from work, a
mentor, or a friend. It can be reassuring to hear about the methods
others are using to cope that does not involve alcohol use. If you
need additional support, please contact your community resources like the Employee Assistance Program at 09820-8963992,
Behavioral Health/Substance Use Disorder Clinical Care at DSN
314-590-3600, On-call Chaplain at 0162-296-4338, Military Family Life Consultants at 0151-053-390375 or 0160-6256487, and the
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at DSN 118 or 09802-83-118.

“
“

As the Secretary of Defense said:

"We will get through this together,
and we will emerge stronger and
more resilient than ever before."
"The Best Hometown in Europe!"
| by Christina Lopez-Kimble,
USAG Ansbach Army Substance Abuse Program

covid-19

Stay
Safe
as Your
Community
Reopens

First, follow guidance from your state and local
public health officials as businesses and services become available in your area.

1.

Stay home if you are sick. Call your health care
provider before you get medical care.

2.

Continue to social distance by staying 6 feet away
from others, especially if you are at high risk for
serious illness from COVID-19 (over age 65 or any
age with underlying medical conditions).

3.

Follow guidelines for your area when it comes to
how large gatherings can be. Avoid crowds and
mass gatherings.

4.

Continue to wear cloth face coverings in public.
Face coverings are most essential when social distancing is difficult.

5.

Continue to frequently wash your hands for at least
20 seconds, especially after you have been in a public place or after blowing your nose, coughing, or
sneezing. Use hand sanitizer with at least 60 percent alcohol when soap and water aren’t available.

6.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands.

7.

Cover your coughs and sneezes with a tissue, then
throw the tissue in the trash. Use the inside of your
elbow if a tissue isn’t available.

8.

Clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces
daily.

9.

Minimize non-essential travel.

For more information, review CDC guidance, including safety
guidelines for going out.
New Resources Available
The COVID-19 pandemic is challenging employees and businesses in new ways. Returning to Work during COVID-19: Safe Work
Practices is an online course with measures employers can take
to help maintain a safe and healthy workplace and ways employees can help limit the spread of COVID-19 once they go back
to work.
In addition, the uncertainty associated with a global health crisis
like COVID-19 challenges everyone's ability to cope. Psychological First Aid: Supporting Yourself and Other during COVID-19
is an online course designed to help individuals build resilience
and support themselves and lend support to others during and
following the COVID-19 outbreak.
About the American Red Cross:
The American Red Cross shelters, feeds and provides emotional
support to victims of disasters; supplies about 40 percent of
the nation's blood; teaches skills that save lives; provides international humanitarian aid; and supports military members and
their families. The Red Cross is a not-for-profit organization that
depends on volunteers and the generosity of the American public to perform its mission. For more information, please visit
redcross.org or cruzrojaamericana.org, or visit us on Twitter at
@RedCross.
| by American Red Cross
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Lange

Orthopädietechnik

10. Continue to telework if feasible.

Photo Credit: American Red Cross

As communities across the country reopen from COVID-19 stayat-home orders, the question we now all face is how to stay
safe. The American Red Cross offers these steps you can take,
based on guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention:

GmbH

Marienstraße 6  92224 Amberg
Phone 09621/15269
Fax 09621/33144
www.sanitaetshaus-lange.de
Branch
Sulzbach-Rosenberg
Fröschau 34–38
Phone 09661/102404

Business Spectrum:

Prostheses · insets · compression hosiery · breast dentures
wheelchairs · corsages · girdles
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New COVID-19
roadside
advisories help
assess risk
when traveling
off-post
GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — USAG Bavaria installed multiple new coronavirus-related signs at
all installation entrances and exits, over the Memorial Day weekend.
These advisories are intended to help inform USAG Bavaria community members of continued COVID-19 precautions and reported levels of exposure to the virus, in the surrounding area.
INBOUND TRAFFIC
At gate entrances, look for a new sign that lists three questions
related to COVID-19 symptoms.

Photo Credit: Sidney Sullivan

If you answer “Yes” to any of these three questions, vehicle occupants must report directly to the secondary screening site nearest their destination. Otherwise, return home and contact your
medical provider and supervisor.
By answering questions honestly and self-reporting, screening
assets can be prioritized to pro-actively limit the potential spread
of COVID-19 and help protect the community.
OUTBOUND TRAFFIC
At gate exits, USAG Bavaria implemented a new traffic-light style
sign that features the name of a community with a corresponding
color. These signs help visualize coronavirus conditions and ad-

What the color means?
GREEN: Pre-COVID –
No known presence of the virus.
GREEN-BLACK: COVID Vigilance –
Moderate risk of exposure.
YELLOW: COVID Caution –
Elevated risk of exposure.
ORANGE: COVID Warning –
Significant risk exposure.

visory levels in neighboring cities and town, including: Amberg,
Ansbach, Bayreuth, Garmisch, Hohenfels, Munich, Nuremberg,
Regensburg and Weiden. Depending upon the rate of new infections – calculated at a 7-day incidence rate – advisory levels are
color-coded in green, green with a diagonal black slash, yellow
and amber.
These weekly assessments of risk do not restrict community
members from traveling to the homes, or businesses, within the
listed locations. Instead, the purpose is to provide the community with public health information, so people can take appropriate personal precautions and abide by Bavarian decree. Also
be mindful that Soldiers without an Exception to Policy are still
restricted to 50km, as stated in General Order 1B.
These exit signs are updated every Thursday with official state
data from the Bavarian Health and Food Safety Authority (LGL),
the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) and the Ludwig Maximilians University Statistics Consulting Laboratory.
The garrison will also maintain identical COVID advisory reports
online at https://home.army.mil/bavaria/index.php/Services/coronavirus
The protection of our force, families and communities remain
USAG Bavaria’s top priority.
| by Sidney Sullivan

Dr. med. Tobias Riedl
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Prenatal Care / Prenatal Diagnosis

www.facebook.com/riedl.obgyn
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Rossmarkt 13
92224 Amberg
www.dr-riedl.com
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Keep a distance
Four important tips for safe driving
(djd). Distance to other people will remain the most important
measure against the spread of the coronavirus for some time.
This also applies to road traffic, where a safety distance of 1.5
to 2 meters should be kept to pedestrians and cyclists. According to the German Road Safety Council (DVR), the "keep
your distance" rule is still all too often ignored on the roads.
This can have fatal consequences: A lack of safety distance is
still one of the main causes of traffic accidents with personal
injuries. Here are four important tips for safe driving.
Keep the necessary side
clearance
"Side clearance is important. When overtaking cyclists, a
minimum distance of 1.5 meters has been established based
on relevant court rulings. With the amendment to the Road Traffic Regulations (StVO), the overtaking distance of 1.5 meters
within towns and 2 meters outside of town has now been standardized," says DVR spokeswoman Julia Fohmann. If such a
safety distance cannot be maintained due to oncoming traffic
or parked vehicles, you have to wait. "Overtaking is only allowed if it is possible without danger," adds Fohmann. Overtaking maneuvers directly in front of red traffic lights should be
avoided.

Do not follow too closely
Motorists should follow the "two-second rule": Wait
until the vehicle in front passes a mark, which can be
a guide post or a traffic sign, and thus measure the time interval. "In poor visibility and weather conditions and heavy traffic,
the distance has to be increased," advises Fohmann.
Correctly assess your ability to react
It takes around 180 milliseconds for an average driver to recognize an obstacle or a braking maneuver
in front of him and react to it. If he was distracted before, this time span multiplies. It takes half a second to a full
second until the pedal is depressed and the brake takes full
effect. At a speed of 100 km/h, the driver covers a distance of
around 30 meters within this reaction time. Only then does the
braking distance begin, which is approximately 50 meters long
when the road is dry. Therefore, the driver needs around 80
meters to stop his vehicle in an emergency situation.
safety distance of trucks
Trucks with a gross vehicle weight of more than 3.5 tons
must always maintain a safety distance of 50 meters from
other vehicles on motorways. "When overtaking trucks, sufficient space must be left before getting back in," says Fohmann.

• Car repair of
all brands
• Tire service
• Towing service
• Car rental
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Avoid negative surprises
Car guide: Five myths about selling
a privately owned vehicle

(djd). When selling your car privately, you may quickly encounter unpleasant surprises because private persons are not automatically exempt from any obligations. Here are five common
misapprehensions:
Myth 1: Vehicle defects can be concealed if they are not
obvious.
"That is wrong," says Hamza Saber, managing director of the service platform wirkaufendeinauto.de. In fact, buyers can also claim
fraudulently concealed defects for private sales. Minor damage,
small bumps or scratches that are obvious are not included.
Myth 2: Repairs add value to the car.
This assertion is also wrong. In fact, repairs at most retain the
value of the car. "Therefore, it is important to assess whether a
repair will pay off when you sell your car," says Saber.
Myth 3: "Bought as seen" automatically excludes all warranties for defects.
In fact, a private person is only exempt from all warranties if
this has been contractually stipulated. The sentence "Bought as
seen" only excludes obvious defects. "To ensure complete coverage for private sales, a clause to exclude all warranties for
defects is imperative," says Saber.

Myth 5: The insurance of the new owner is liable for the
cost of accidents after the purchase contract has been
signed.
This is also not quite correct. Anyone who sold his car privately
is not entirely free of liability. Even if the seller has deregistered the car with the registration office, there is still additional
liability. "This lasts until the buyer has registered the vehicle, but
for a maximum of one month," says Saber. If you want to take
advantage of private sales without exposing yourself to stress or
possible risks, you can also look for professional support for a
private sale: The car is advertised and sold privately by experts.
The service provider wirkaufendeinauto.de, for example, offers
this service.
Buyers can also claim fraudulently concealed defects for private sales.

Photo Credit: djd/wirkaufendeinauto.de (2)

When selling your car privately, you are not automatically exempt from any
obligations.

Myth 4: During a test drive, the driver is always liable and
not the vehicle owner.
This statement is also wrong. Comprehensive insurance usually
covers all damage to the vehicle. If you do not have this must
inform the potential buyer about it. Otherwise, the cost for all damages remains the responsibility of the owner. Additionally, you
must contact your insurance company in advance to make sure it
covers test drives. Saber advises private sellers to sign a written
agreement, stipulating who will cover the costs in the event of an
accident before going on a test drive.

OUR SERVICES

KFZ-Rupprecht

 Routine maintenance
 Repairs of all auto
brands (no warranty loss)
➤
 Tire service
 Air conditioning ➤
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➤
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 ... and much
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Go on vacation
by car instead of
traveling by plane
Avoid a breakdown
with a security check

Photo Credit: djd / Kfzgewerbe / Getty Images / fstop123

(djd). Many vacationers have removed long-distance travel by
plane from their vacation list until further notice. Holiday destinations in Germany and neighboring countries are very popular
and are easily accessible by car. If you do not want to risk a
breakdown, ending up in the emergency lane instead of on
the North Sea beach or the edge of the Alps, arrange a safety
check in the car repair shop you trust before starting your vacation. "It will ensure your vehicle is in top shape, necessary
repairs can still be done in on time," says Gerhard Gandenberger, deputy chief foreman of the Darmstadt motor vehicle guild.
Calibrate chassis and brakes for holiday stress
Chassis and brakes have to be in top shape if, for example,
mountain passes in the Alps have to be crossed. On the brake test bench and lifting platform, they can quickly check the
status of your brake pads and discs and whether joints and
springs will perform reliably. The level and condition of engine oil, brake fluid and cooling water are also checked so that
everything runs like clockwork. Take an oil can and windshield
washer fluid with cleaning additives with you to be on the safe
side. Speaking of windows: The condition of the wiper blades
and the level of the windscreen washer system are also part of
the holiday check.
Safety through good road contact
Tires also play an important role in driving safety. It goes without saying that they still must have a sufficient thread depth,
i.e. not less than three millimeters. Tires can age significantly
from the age of six. If there are cracks or damage, replace them
right away. Naturally, the tire pressure must also be right. Many
drivers ignore regular checks and rely solely on the breakdown
display. And don’t forget that the tire pressure must be higher
in a fully loaded vehicle. Respective values can be found in the
operating instructions, in the fuel cap or on the door. And something else is often forgotten: A spare tire whose air pressure
is too low cannot perform its function in an emergency any
more than a tire breakdown repair set that has expired.
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Perfect view with working lights
For a perfect view, all that is missing is a check of the headlights,
lights and turn signals and, in the case of cars without an automatic system, the adjustment of the headlight range when the
vehicle is fully loaded.
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The 2021 BMW 330e
and 330e xDrive PHEV Sedans

BMW is proud to announce the newest additions to the 3 Series
model line, the performance plug-in-hybrid 330e and 330e xDrive
Sedans. BMW’s latest eDrive technology, advanced driver assist,
safety and infotainment systems allow the new 2021 BMW 330e
and 330e xDrive sedans to deliver exhilarating driving experiences while lowering emissions and allowing for purely electric
driving.
Over the past 40 years, no single model has embodied the
concept of the Ultimate Driving Machine better than the BMW
3 Series Sedan. Modern design, agile handling, exceptional efficiency and innovative equipment features, all signature characteristics of a BMW, have been raised to a higher level through
tireless engineering and testing. The BMW 330e and 330e xDrive
Sedans expand on not only the core of the BMW 3 Series range
(of which over 15 million units have been sold worldwide) but also
the heart and passion of the BMW brand.

Photo Credit: BMW USA

Chassis Technology: Sportiness and comfort
The body structure and chassis of the new BMW 330e and 330e
xDrive Sedans was developed with a focus on enhanced driving
dynamics, agile handling characteristics, high-precision steering
and superior braking performance. The foundations for these attributes are provided by a low center of gravity, by the increase
in the front and rear track compared with the predecessor model,
by significantly increased camber values for the front wheels and
by the substantial increase in the stiffness of the body structure
and suspension mountings.
In addition to these measures, new shock absorber technology
has been developed for the BMW 3 Series Sedan. The lift-related

dampers are part of the car’s standard chassis and make a major contribution to the unique balance of sportiness and comfort
– unrivalled by any other manufacturer – which defines the character of the new BMW 3 Series Sedan. The car’s handling and
steering dynamics can be fine-tuned with a series of precisely
matched chassis options. The functionally coordinated interplay
of suspension, steering, tires, brake system and differential lock
makes sport driving an effortlessly enjoyable experience.

BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant
Available in the BMW 330e models is the BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant, an intelligent, digital character that responds to
the prompt “Hey BMW”. The BMW Group is set to revolutionize
driving pleasure with the BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant and,
in so doing, enter a new era in which drivers will increasingly be
able to operate their car and access its functions and information
simply by speaking. The range of functions and skills available
will be constantly expanded as part of regular updates.
The Intelligent Personal Assistant is, in short, the ideal co-driver
and comes in particularly useful during everyday driving (“Hey
BMW, what is the closest gas station on my route”). To make navigation particularly easy, drivers can give him access to their calendar and contacts, which will enable him to find parking spaces
at the destination, provide information on traffic jams along the
route and remind the driver when they need to set off. It also
learns destinations the customer drives to frequently.



(BMW USA)
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Maximum service and optimal safety
Lell car dealership offers dependable service for your BMW in the Oberpfalz region
The Lell car dealership has been an authorized BMW dealer since 1982. At the
time the youngest authorized BMW dealer, J.B. Lell founded his business as
a small company, run by its proprietor.
Over the past 30 years, it quickly became an established point of contact in
the northern Oberpfalz region. Today,
there are Lell dealerships in six locations with more than 200 employees,
four of them are BMW dealerships in
the Oberpfalz and Upper Franconia
re gions. BMW and Mini dealerships
are located in Schwandorf, Wunsiedel,
Kümmersbruck and Weiden.

Just recently, the company was recognized for its excellent BMW repair
services. All service pro cesses were
evaluated ranging from making an appointment, providing customer service
to repair services. The Lell team achieved the amazing score of 99 percent.
Customer service and customer wishes are the number one priority at
all Lell car dealerships. Lell‘s unique
promise to the customer is to be fully committed to serving its customers
while constantly optimizing its services.
Lell car dealerships stand out because
of their excellent service, customer-

oriented consulting, professionalism,
dependability and customer trust. Our
highly qualified employees always
use the latest diagnostic and repair
techniques for the maintenance and
repair of your vehicle. Whether it is
Smart Repair, rim repair or a complete
make-over of your car to include tinting
the windows: Lell‘s service team provides fair service combined with high
expertise. lf your car has to be in the
shop for a longer period of time, Lell
offers you several solutions to keep you
mobile. You can either use the service
of getting a replacement vehicle, also
available with an automatic transmis

sion, until your car is ready, or, if it‘s
just a short repair, you wait at the car
dealership while enjoying a coffee and
free Wi-Fi access.
Getting car service or buying parts without having to pay taxes is especially
attractive for customers since Lell accepts VAT forms. Additionally, you may
pay with your credit card for your services directly at the car dealership.

BMW M5
Mileage: 10.6l/100 km (combined)
CO2-emissions: 242 g/km (combined)
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All-new e-tron Sportback
delivers thrilling addition to
electrified Audi lineup

The 2020 Audi e-tron Sportback – the second fully electric
model from the brand – arrives for the summer season. Distinguished by its refined coupe SUV design, the e-tron Sportback – with an EPA-estimated range of 218 miles – offers
everyday utility and dynamic design through its sportback
silhouette. This latest addition to the electric lineup will be on
sale and available for test drives at Audi dealerships.

Photo Credit: Audi USA (2)

High function, high design
The e-tron Sportback, the latest addition to the growing Audi
electric portfolio, combines the functionality of a spacious SUV
with the elegance of a four-door coupe, all with the underpinnings of the most progressive brand in electrified mobility. With
two rows and a sunroof, the Audi e-tron Sportback delivers SUV
utility with comfortable seating for five adults and ample space
for luggage. The e-tron Sportback features standard adaptive
air suspension with controlled dampers to ensure the premium
ride experience expected from an Audi. Furthering its everyday
usability, the e-tron Sportback offers a towing capacity up to
4,000 pounds when equipped with an available towing package.
True to coupe form, the sportback design is highlighted by a
flat roofline extending over the linear SUV body, before dropping steeply to the rear at the angled D-pillars. Despite the
sloped roofline, interior dimensions ensure for ample headroom in all seating positions. The Sportback’s distinct road
presence is defined by a large, enclosed Singleframe® grille
framed by vertical struts. Lighting design at the front and rear
is distinguished by four horizontal segments that distinguish
the Sportback as an electrified e-tron model.
Sportback character
Showcasing a progressive electric esthetic and the distinct
form inspired by the Audi A7, the e-tron Sportback stands out

with an emotional design. At the front, the distinctively contoured bumper is flanked by uniquely designed air intakes
for optimized air flow. These vents extend below the headlights, thereby creating a dynamic appearance even from a
distance. At the rear, the spoiler and diffuser extend across
the entire vehicle width contributing to vehicle aerodynamics.
The e-tron Sportback comes standard equipped with 20-inch
wheels and air suspension. Distinct for the U.S. model, the
exterior trim components come painted in the exterior body
color – including the wheel arch trims, door sills, bumpers
and exterior mirrors for a cohesive and sleek design. Creating an aggresively styled variant, Audi also offers the Black
Optics package that accentuates the area of the Singleframe grille, the side windows, bumpers and exterior mirror
housings as an option.
Consistent with the e-tron model line, the Sportback features
uncompromised premium Audi traits including standard heated/cooled front seats, top view camera, e-tron badging, in
addition to available massage front seats, and a full suite of
standard and available driver assistance systems.
Electric mobility
Merging efficiency, power and a serenely quiet drive, the etron Sportback delivers in style and experience. With an asynchronous electric motor placed on both e-tron axles, power
is efficiently distributed to provide nearly instantaneous torque
and powerful electric performance. Standard-equipped electric quattro® all-wheel drive pairs with this electric power plant
to provide exceptional control and confidence in a variety of
driving conditions. The e-tron achieves 355 horsepower, and
with Boost Mode engaged – unlocking the full power output of
the vehicle – achieves an increased 402 horsepower, reaching
0-60 in 5.5 seconds. Expertly designed aeroacoustic body paBavarian Times | 24
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nel design and available double-pane windows helping insulate
passengers from road noise and ensuring near silence within.
95 kWh: Battery by design
Powering the e-tron Sportback is a unique, Audi developed
battery system. Positioned low in the vehicle within a protective honeycomb structure, the Sportback battery is engineered
to utilize 91 percent, or 86.5 kWh, of the 95 kWh total battery
capacity. This engineering approach is designed to optimize
battery longevity, repeatable performance and peak charging
power for longer amounts of time during the charge cycle. A
revolutionary cooling system separates the battery modules
from cooling fluid to help maintain optimal efficiency and enhance performance.
A key factor behind the e-tron Sportback’s dynamic driving
performance and outstanding handling is the low position of
the drive components—resulting in a low center of gravity. All of
the heaviest components are concentrated in the center of the
vehicle. The axle load distribution, with a ratio of almost 50:50,
is perfectly balanced and the steering behavior is neutral, resulting in a responsive and active driving experience.
Regenerating power
The regenerative braking system provides for variable regulation of energy recuperation between both electric motors—in
coasting mode when the driver releases the accelerator pedal
as well as during braking. The degree of coasting recuperation
can be set to three stages via paddles on the steering wheel.
Overall, the energy gained through recuperation contributes to
about 30 percent of the Sportback’s total range.
quattro® on-demand
Standard-equipped electric quattro® all-wheel drive continuously regulates the ideal drive torque distribution between
both axles within fractions of a second. In most driving situations, the Audi e-tron Sportback relies exclusively on its rear
electric motor to aid efficiency. If the driving behavior requires
greater output, the front unit is instantly, and undetecatbly activated. This also happens predictively before slip occurs in icy
conditions or when cornering fast, or if the car understeers or
oversteers. Consistent across the Audi lineup, Audi drive select allows the driver to switch between Audi drive select modes. This adjustment can create a marked difference between
smooth rolling comfort and sporty, stable handling.

WE SELL & REPAIR
NEW & USED CARS

Rapid charging
The e-tron Sportback’s 150 kW rapid charging capability when
charging at a high speed commerical charger is achieved in
large part by a highly flexible thermal management system.
This system is comprised of four separate circuits and regulates the temperature of the high-voltage components. In addition to high-speed charging, a long battery life cycle and reproducible performance, even under heavy loads, are significant
resulting benefits. The standard heat pump, which harnesses
waste heat from the high-voltage battery, can capture up to 3
kW of actual power losses for heating and air conditioning the
interior.

(Audi USA)

YOU FIND US ON:
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Skoda, VW, Seat, Audi, Kia

- Inspection
- Oil Service
- HU / AU Service
- Warranty work
- Accident repair
- Vehicle preparation
- Accessories, tuning and tire service
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Buick Strengthens Premium
SUV Lineup with 2021 Envision
Striking new design and Avenir trim among updates
Customers seeking Buick’s styling and refinement within the industry’s most popular segments will have another fresh choice
when the 2021 Envision arrives early next year.
“The all-new 2021 Envision is part of Buick’s strategy to grow its
family of premium SUVs,” said Duncan Aldred, vice president,
Global Buick and GMC. “It joins the new 2020 Encore GX, which
offers safety, functionality and styling tailored around the size
and space preferences of today’s small and compact SUV buyers.”
The new Envision will also be purposefully contented with standard active safety technologies, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic Emergency Braking*
Front Pedestrian Braking*
Lane Keep Assist with Lane Departure Warning*
Forward Collision Alert*
Following Distance Indicator*
Rear Park Assist*
Safety Alert Seat*
HD Rear Vision Camera*

Photo Credit: Buick USA

Additionally, the new Envision will offer available safety and driver
assistance technologies that are important to today’s SUV buyers, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced Automatic Parking Assist*
HD Surround Vision*
Front Park Assist*
Rear Cross Traffic Alert*
Lane Change Alert with Side Blind Zone Alert*
Head-up Display
Rear Camera Mirror*

“The design of and technology in the all-new Buick Envision are
sure to be a hit in today’s growing premium SUV market,” said
Helen Emsley, executive director, Global Buick and GMC Design.
“The 2021 Envision will be lower and wider, with premium proportions and striking styling designed to combine the expressiveness of a car with the practicality of an SUV.”
Buick’s popular premium Avenir trim will be available on the 2021
Envision for the first time.
The 2021 Envision will also offer Buick’s first available 10-inch
diagonal touchscreen infotainment system, and it will include invehicle apps, such as Amazon Alexa built-in1, Spotify, Pandora
and Fox Sports. Projection features Apple CarPlay2 and Android
Auto3 will also be included.
The Envision will be powered by a 2.0-liter, four-cylinder turbo
engine and a nine-speed transmission. More details for the Envision, including for its Avenir trim, will be revealed later this year.
Buick vehicles offer sculptural designs, refined performance,
modern interiors and thoughtful personal technologies. Buick’s
award-winning customer service and sales experience, along
with the Avenir trim, the highest expression of Buick luxury, are
attracting new buyers to experience Buick’s unique approach to
attainable luxury. More information about Buick vehicles is available at buick.com.

(Buick USA)
*Safety or driver assistance features are no substitute for the driver’s responsibility to operate the
vehicle in a safe manner. The driver should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and road conditions at all times. Visibility, weather and road conditions may affect feature performance. Read the
vehicle Owner’s Manual for more important feature limitations and information.
1 Functionality is subject to limitations and varies by vehicle, infotainment system and location. Select service plan required. Certain Alexa Skills require account linking to use. Amazon, Alexa and all
related logos are trademarks of Amazon, Inc. or its affiliates. See onstar.com for additional details.
2Vehicle user interface is a product of Apple and its terms and privacy statements apply. Requires
compatible iPhone and data plan rates apply. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Siri, iPhone
and Apple Music are trademarks for Apple Inc, registered in the U.S. and other countries.
3Vehicle user interface is a product of Google and its terms and privacy statements apply. Requires
the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android compatible smartphone running AndroidTM
5.0 or higher. Data plan rates apply. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC.

If you are interested in VOLVO, we are your partner of choice. As one of
the largest Volvo dealers in Bavaria and the metropolitan areas of Munich,
Regensburg and Nürnberg, we have a lot of experience!

Our modern repair shops and our highly qualiﬁed personnel guarantee ﬁrst-class, fast and reliable service and
repairs.

Sales:
• New vehicle sales / VOLVO contractual partner
• Pre-owned vehicles (half a year- and one year-old, e.g. business
vehicles from Volvo Car Germany)
• VOLVO Select Vehicles -- premium pre-owned vehicles with
extended warranty
• Inspected pre-owned vehicles with warranty
• attractivee ﬁnance and leasing offers
• Trade-in of pre-owned vehicles

Chassis and car paint:
•
•
•
•

Chassis repairs
Car paint work based on modern water-based paint techniques
Small repairs of car paint damages
NEW: Volvo-certiﬁed glass repairs

Repairs and auto parts sales:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning service
Car wash
Car interior detailing
Professional automotive detailing
Electronic chassis frame measuring
Tire seervice
Car parts sales

Volvo Zentrum Amberg

Mileage combined from 5,3 l/100km–10,7 l/100 km. C02-emissions combined from
139 g/km–249 g/km (IAW VO/715/2007/EWG).

Autohaus Hofmann GmbH
Kümmersbrucker Straße 6a, 92224 Amberg
Phone: 09621-78230
info@autohaus-hofmann.org
www.volvo-zentrum-amberg.de
https://www.facebook.com/VolvoHofmann

Vintage car import possible at a reduced tax rate of 5% *!

Trans Global Logistics Europe GmbH
Hochheimer Straße 111
D-55246 Mainz - Kostheim
Fax +49 (0) 6134-58444-44

LEAVE IT TO US,
TO BRING IT TO YOU

www.transglobal-logistics.eu
info@transglobal-logistics.de

+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0

Services

0800 - 2277447

Worldwide transportation ...
… of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats/yachts
… of construction machinery and accessories
... of all kinds of project and container loads
... and moving service for household goods
… complete transport with free delivery!

Placement ...

... of transport insurance
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Try us –
entrust us with your transportation!
We will make you a non-binding offer.
* limited until December 31, 2020
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Don't let a DUI
make your tour
in Germany a bad trip

With the Super Bowl and Fasching (the German
equivalent of Mardi Gras) just around the corner,
there is no shortage of opportunities to celebrate, and garrison leadership reminds the community to do so responsibly when it comes to
alcohol and possible driving under the influence
(DUI).
"DUIs are one our biggest calls for service, because the German police are very aggressive with their sobriety checkpoints
off-post," said Lt. Josh Manuel, U.S. Army Garrison RheinlandPfalz Military Police station commander.
According to host-nation DUI laws, violating 0.05% blood alcohol concentration or driving under the influence of drugs will
result in the following consequences:
•

First Offense: €500 fine, two point reduction and onemonth driving suspension

•

Second Offense: €1,000 fine, two point reduction and a
three-month driving suspension

•

Third Offense: €1,500 fine, two point reduction and a
three-month suspension.

Tougher DUI penalties and fines are issued by host-nation authorities if drivers endanger road traffic or their blood alcohol
content is greater than 0.109%, and USAREUR suspensions
are even longer for DUI offenses (see below).
German Polizei can conduct breathalyzer testing on scene
when DUI is suspected, or (in cases of refusal) they can transport a U.S. service member, civilian or family member to the
German police station where they are given a breathalyzer and
a report is made. The MPs are then called and collect copies
of the evidence from the Polizei. After that, the process differs
depending on if the driver is military or civilian.
"We transport Soldiers to the Vogelweh MP station for processing," said Manuel. "Once at the station, we get another
evidentiary breathalyzer, collect their fingerprints, seize their
USAREUR Driver's License, issue them their driving suspension memo and sign them over to their unit representative, a
Sergeant 1st Class or above. We give the Soldier instructions

to return approximately 12 hours later for rights advisement,
because we do not do this portion of the processing until the
subject is of complete sound mind."
A civilian or family member may be held at the MP station until
someone can pick them up, or until they are sober enough to
leave.
"Although U.S. civilian drivers with DUIs have host-nation penalties and fines to contend with, they may also be subject to
administrative discipline by their employer (garrison, contractor, etc.)," said Rick Anderson, USAG RP Civilian Misconduct
officer.
Besides fines and administrative actions, one of the costliest
penalties for DUI is the loss of driving privileges, which is more
stringent than the host-nation suspensions for those with a
USAREUR license.
"According to AER 190-1, operation of a vehicle with 0.05 to
0.079% BAC will be a mandatory 90-day license suspension;
0.08% BAC or higher is a mandatory license revocation with
petitioned reinstatement authorized after one year," Anderson
explained. "People who commit a second offense lose their
license for five years; a third offense prohibits them from ever
possessing a U.S. Forces Certificate of License again."
A Soldier or civilian could live up to an hour from their place
of duty and must be able to find an alternate way to get anywhere they need to go. A Soldier's commander or a civilian
employee's supervisor may request relief from the driving suspension from the garrison commander.
However, garrison commanders across Europe are known to
be strict on DUIs and petitions for relief are rarely granted.
"There are plenty of alternatives to getting behind the wheel
impaired," said Col. Jason T. Edwards, USAG RP Commander.
"Call a cab. Call a buddy. Call your unit. People have to make
better decisions. It's simply not worth it."
"You have to have a plan and you need to stick to that plan,"
added Lt. Col. Victor Baez-An, USAG RP Director of Emergency Services. "Driving is a privilege, not a right. Everyone has to
follow the rules of the road, whether you are in Texas, Hawaii
or Germany."
Bavarian Times | 28
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DUIs, which also include being under the influence of drugs,
are preventable. USAG RP has several resources and support
agencies that can assist in addressing the causes of DUIs, alcohol and drug abuse.

Some of the resources available include the
Army Substance Abuse Program, Substance
Use Disorder Clinical Care Program, Employee
Assistance Program, Family Advocacy Program,
Adolescent Support and Counseling Services
and several other organizations to help people
struggling with difficult issues. For more information call Army Community Service at 0611143-641-9000 in Kaiserslautern or in Baumholder
call ACS at 0611-143-531-2850.
| by Keith Pannell

Germany has strict drunk driving laws. A Blood Alcohol Content of 0.05% can
result in a 500 Euro fine, a one-month driving suspension and a two-point reduction on a driver's license, for a first offense.

Exclusive Military Car Buying Program
for U.S. Speciﬁcation Vehicles
• Privileged Military Pricing
• Custom Order or Shop Inventory
• Europe or Stateside Delivery
• Worldwide Warranty Coverage
• Finance and Trade-In Assistance

militaryautosource.com
Contact Your Local Sales Representative:
GRAFENWÖHR | Im Gewerbepark 30 | D-92655 | +49 9641 6050330

VILSECK | Hans-Ohorn-Platz 7 | 92249 | +49 9662 3302901
48 hour delivery
once vehicleTimes
is paid in full and on working business days. Valid in Germany for local delivery on stock vehicles only. Vehicle shown is for illustration only, and
29 is|available
Bavarian
may contain optional equipment available at additional cost. Program and guarantees are subject to terms and conditions. Offered by Auto Exchange Kaftfahrzeug-Handels GmbH. (AX360)
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Local event tips
Garrison Events

Experience
contemporary history
- live friendship

Photo Credit: Kultur- & Militärmuseum Grafenwoehr

Grafenwoehr, Germany - The history and culture of Grafenwoehr shows impressively that history doesn't have to be a thing
of the past and still has an effect on today. The history of the city
is closely related to the construction of the military training area
over a hundred years ago. The bilingual permanent exhibition
takes visitors in German and English from the Bavarian Kingdom
through the First and Second World War, the Cold War to today's
Grafenwoehr and illustrates the development and relationship
between the city and the military training area as well as the
friendship between Germans and Americans.
In the military department, in addition to a collection of historical
uniforms and medals, you can see the history from the establishment of the military training area in 1908 to the American invasion
in 1945. The newly renovated cultural department has been dedicated to the city's history since the Middle Ages and depicts the
development related to the military training area and the GermanAmerican coexistence from the end of World War II until today.
Therefore, the Culture and Military Museum is a museum that
does not only tell you about history but also about the present.
Visitors can expect rare exhibits, such as one of only two front
line Christmas from World War I that still exist worldwide. Other
highlights include a U.S. Willys jeep, Hitler's “miracle weapon”
Dora and the grand piano on which Elvis Presley once played
in Grafenwoehr. The museum is open on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Sunday from 2-5 p.m. and complies with all current
hygiene standards. Admission is 4 Euro; a family card is 10 Euro.

Kultur- und Militärmuseum GrafenwOEhr
Martin-Posser-Str. 14, 92655 Grafenwoehr
Phone: 09641-8501
info@museum-grafenwoehr.de
www.museum-grafenwoehr.de
| by Birgit Plößner

Every Wedensday
5:00pm - 7:00pm
VFW Tower Post 10692
Social Hour; Come on out
to socialize with your local
VFW Post at Bldg. 505 on
Tower Barracks: ask us
questions - plan events just hang out!

Sat, Jul 25, 2020
Exchange 125th Anniversary Sweepstakes July 25th
Win 125,000 reward points, when you make any purchase with
Military Star at your local Exchange or shopmyexchange.com
on JUly 25th for a chance to win. 10 customers will win!
Sun, Aug 2, 2020
Exchange Veteran Owned Business Recruitment
(USAG Bavaria)
Are you a Veteran or Service-Connected Disabled Veteran
with a small business? The Exchange provides opportunities
for veteran-owned businesses to stay connected to their military community. Please contact our Service Business Office
at 09641-9240058 for more information. You can also find
out more at www.aafes.com/about-exchange/doing-business/
services-vending.htm.
Garrison Events
Learn more about MWR Events:
Go to https://grafenwoehr.armymwr.com
Every Saturday in July and August
Night Fishing
Are you a nightcrawler? Do you enjoy watching sunrises and
sunsets on the lake while fishing? If so, then Dickhäuter Lake
(located at Wild B.O.A.R. Outdoor Recreation Center) is the
place to be this summer.
If you already have your fishing permit, head on our at dusk and
fish the night away!

CORONAVIRUS: Where can I find Garrison Services info?
USAG Bavaria has implemented protection measures
for the health protection of our community. Expect
these measures to impact normal day-to-day operations
across Garmisch, Hohenfels, Grafenwoehr and Vilseck.
Updates will be posted on Service Trackers at https://
home.army.mil/bavaria/index.php/Services/coronavirus and/or visit Grafenwoehr Family and MWR website
https://grafenwoehr.armymwr.com/promos/
mwr-facility-changes-updates.
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I am crazy
about this e-bike
What consumers should pay
attention to when buying
a pedelec

(djd). Electric bicycles are becoming increasingly popular. As
a result, the number of models in a wide price range is also
growing. Which pedelec best suits your own needs? Before
consumers make a decision, they should answer a few basic
questions for themselves, especially about usage, the desired
range and the available budget.

Photo Credit: djd / Bosch eBike Systems (2)

Decide based upon your needs
Do you use your e-bike to only go to the beer garden every now
and then - or are you going to the office for an hour every day
with it? Do you favor a sporty ride in the mountains, or do you
ride with a heavy loaded through the city? Your type of everyday use is crucial for choosing the right bike. City bikes with
light drive systems and moderate support are suitable for city
traffic. If you want to do your shopping regularly or take the kids
to daycare, you're better of riding an eCargobike.
Sporty riders appreciate trekking or touring bikes featuring a
dynamic drive. For commuters who regularly travel long distances, S-Pedelecs with a support of up to 45 kilometers per hour
are suitable. If you like to ride on the trail and need an agile
drive, eMountain bikes are the right choice. The range of the
energy dispenser is also an important factor. A small, light battery is sufficient for short distances in the city. Manufacturers
like Bosch offer energy storage with different capacities between 300 and 625 watt hours, either integrated, or as a frame
or luggage rack battery.
Where will you park your e-bike?
Whether on the street, in the garage or in the back yard: In
principle, the bike can be parked anywhere. However, dragging
it up the stairs every evening into the apartment is not an ideal
solution due to its weight. If you park your pedelec outdoors,
you should consider an anti-theft device. Police also recommend registration. This can be done easily and free of charge

at any police station. Ultimately, your own budget decides when
choosing.
Solid entry-level models can be found starting from 1,800 euros, whereas you have to spend around 3,000 euros for the
well-equipped middle class. Bicycles with high-quality or highend equipment are again significantly more expensive. Due to
the high acquisition costs, it is advisable to get individual advice from a local specialist retailer before buying. And don’t
make your purchase without having gone on a test drive. This
is the only way to find out whether the desired e-bike model
really fits you.

Stop
by!
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Cultural tips for
Germany and Europe
Selected tips, interesting information about people, country and culture can be found in our cultural tips
section. Some of the tips listed are taken from the Facebook fan page of U.S. Army Garrison
Bavaria. To see all garrison tips on Facebook, use hashtag #USAGBavariaCulturalTips.

1

Photo Credit: GaPa Tourismus, Marc Hohenleitner | Polizei Rheinland-Pfalz; pingebat | endstern | Quade | PeJo – stock.adobe.com

Partnach Gorge
Partnachklamm is a 700 meter
long gorge in the Reintal near Garmisch-Partenkirchen, which was
partly cut more than 80 meters
deep by the Partnach torrent. The
Partnach Gorge was declared a
natural monument in 1912 and has
been accessible since then.

2

Don't let a DUI turn your tour in
Germany into a bad experience
According to German DUI laws,
violating 0.05% blood alcohol
concentration or driving under
the influence will result in the consequences.
Read more at army.mil

3

Texas is nearly
twice as big
as Germany
Texas is approximately 268,581
sq mi. in size, while Germany is
approximately 137,988 sq mi. But
Texas has a smaller population
with 54,090,000 less residents
than Germany.

#USAGBavariaCulturalTips
4

There are two types of Goulash
in Bavarian cooking. There’s the
thicker stew with bigger meat
chunks served with wide egg
noodles or rice. There’s also a
soup which is an offshoot of the
stew but served with crusty bread
or Brötchen (crusty white rolls).

5

Although the name suggests it, the
term originally has nothing to do
with liver or cheese. There are two
types of liver cheese. The Bavarian
liver cheese contains no liver and
is also known as meat cheese.
The Stuttgart variation and coarse
liver cheese must contain at least
five percent liver.

Scanning QR codes
with an iPhone is very
easy. Open the "Camera" app and points it at
the code. As soon as
the smartphone has recognized the QR code,
a message appears at
the top of the screen.
It tells you which type
of code your iPhone
has identified. This can
be the link to a website, an app from the
app store, or a video
on YouTube. If you tap
on the message, your
iPhone will execute the
respective command.
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Off to the
flowerbed!
Or not?
Dogs with thick fur in
particular enjoy a cool, shady
resting place in the garden.

djd). A private garden is not only a special retreat for people and
a small personal piece of nature. Your dogs also enjoy the private
green. Active dog breeds in particular can let off steam there and
enjoy the fresh air. And more even-tempered dogs will surely find
a cozy place to rest in the garden. With shared garden use by two
and four-legged friends, dog owners should note a few things. Following are the most important tips:

Photo Credit: djd / Agila / Sven Brauers; djd / Agila / DoraZett - stock.adobe.com

1. Be careful when choosing plants
Whether flowers, shrubs or herbs: there are a lot of choices when
it comes to designing your garden. But not all plants are suitable
for dogs. "Tulips, daffodils or lily of the valley look beautiful, but
they are poisonous for four-legged friends," warns veterinarian
Melanie Ahlers from Agila Pet Insurance. A slight nibble on their
flowers and leaves can irritate the animals' mucous membranes
and cause stomach sickness. Shrubs can also be problematic.
Yew trees, for example, are highly toxic - even eating 2.3 grams of
their needles per kilogram of dog weight can be fatal, as can be
gnawing on branches of golden rain. The situation is different with
lavender or some herbs such as thyme. Unsure owners should
always check with their veterinarian before buying plants.

How dog
owners
can make
their garden
animal-friendly

2. Safety
To ensure your dogs do not pay unwanted visits to the neighbors,
an embedded fence is important. The height depends on the size
as well as the jumping ability and strength of your four-legged
friend. You might also want to protect your own flowerbeds. After
all, many animals love to dig up flower bulbs or nibble on the
plants. The solution? A raised bed that is difficult to access for curious snouts and paws. A safe place for equipment such as lawn
mowers and rakes is also part of basic garden design. Here, your
best choice is a hut with a lock, where fertilizer and other items
can safely be stored.
3. Finishing touches for animals
Once your garden has passed the security check, you can create
a small drinking point for your beloved pet(s). "Animals need access to fresh water, especially in warm weather," explains Ahlers.
"For hygienic reasons, it should be changed daily." Sufficient shade from trees or an awning as well as a corner where the fourlegged friends can do their business in an emergency are just as
important. Then, the garden as well as owners and pets are ready
for joint hours together outdoors.

Active dogs will find something exciting to discover
everywhere. Therefore, vegetable beds and ornamental plants in the garden should be safely fenced in.
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Construction delays as a result of the corona crisis
Beware of contractor's early payment requests
(djd). Many builders are currently facing delays in construction because the corona crisis does not leave the construction
industry unscathed. In the long term, there may be material
and personnel shortfalls on the construction sites for homes
and condominiums. According to Erik Stange, spokesman for
the consumer protection association Bauherren-Schutzbund
e.V. (BSB), the loss of assembly workers from abroad has an
impact on construction times, for example. And even if the
restrictions on public life are lifted again, builders may also
experience difficulties with the delivery of building materials
from the respective manufacturers.

Authorize payments only for services
that were actually performed
Stange advises great caution when companies approach the
client with premature payment requests. Payments may only
be requested and paid after construction progress. According to the law, their amount must correspond to the value that
the contractor has rendered on the construction site, and the
services must correspond to the contract. "In the case of
overpayments, builders have no leverage to insist on the removal of defects in the construction. If the construction company goes bankrupt before the construction work has been
completed, the excess money will be gone," says Stange. The
result may be a situation that might threaten the building owner’s subsistence if he does not have large financial reserves
35 | Bavarian Times

Payments for the construction of a home should only be made once the
construction is complete. Overpayments by the client can be lost in the
event of bankruptcy.

If there are delays on the construction site that cannot reasonably be explained, builders can insist in writing that the agreed deadlines will be met.

Photo Credit: djd / Bauherren-Schutzbund (3)

Delays in construction that have been
plausibly explained can be accepted
Stange points out that delays can increase because different trades on the construction site have to work together in
a coordinated manner. For example, the electrician cannot
start work if the shell is completed later than planned. BSB
advises builders to temporarily accept plausible reasons for
delays. However, if the contractor responds evasively or provides only short, general information, the company should be
asked in writing to continue the construction work on time.
Advice and help are given by independent building consultants. More information and addresses are available at www.
bsb-ev.de.

service

Fast and stable
Seven facts about mobile Internet access
Today, life without mobile internet access is hard to imagine. Being online on the go is a given. A survey shows amazing results.
(djd). Incredible, but true: There was once a life without a
smartphone. But since the launch of the first iPhone in 2007,
the digital all-rounder has become an indispensable companion. However, a smartphone is only as good as its internet connection. This is especially true because mobile internet access
is a given nowadays. A recent survey shows amazing results.

1 | Mobile Internet access:
LTE is the standard today

Photo Credit: JJulien Eichinger | greyj – stock.adobe.com

Mobile internet access should be fast and stable. 71 percent
of those surveyed now use a wireless tariff with LTE to be
online even while on the move. Smartphones are primarily
used for surfing the web, for navigation, for social media apps
and for audio and video streaming. This is particularly popular
with those using public transportation such as trains. This is
the result of a survey by Civey research company on behalf of
congstar. In December 2019, more than 7,500 people between
the ages of 18 and 39 were interviewed.

2 | Making a call?
Possible, but not necessary

Contrary to some rumors, smartphones are also still used to
make phone calls: Three out of four interviewees use this function when on the go. However, over a quarter of the respondents actually stated that they only use their smartphone for
mobile data applications.

3 | Mobile Internet access:
Navigation and surfing are popular

Whether in the car, on the bike, or on foot: 61.4 percent of
those surveyed use their smartphone for navigation, including

the search for a connection. Classic surfing, including online
shopping, and using social media applications, are also popular with 57 percent and 47.8 percent respectively.

4 | Streaming still offers room
for improvement

Data-intensive streaming is not quite as widespread: audio
streaming is used by around 30 percent of those surveyed
while the go, video streaming by around 20 percent.

5 | Enough data volume and fast
connections are important

Survey participants agreed that a large data
volume and a fast connection are very important for mobile smartphone use. This is especially true on trains and buses where the use
of mobile data applications is above average.

6 | Select a suitable mobile phone
contract with sufficient data reserves

Those who travel a lot and use mobile Internet access intensively need a suitable tariff with enough reserves.

7 | Men surf differently
than women

Another interesting result of the study is that overall, men use
their smartphones more frequently and also more intensively.
Almost 85 percent of them use mobile
data or mobile Internet access while on
the go, compared to almost 70 percent of
women. Men clearly use more data-intensive applications such as video streaming, navigation and classic surfing.
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Keeping things
tidy at home is
just as important
as keeping your
work environment
as quiet and as
trouble-free as
possible.

Improvisation is sometimes required when teleworking. However,
routines such as fixed working
hours and a fixed work place are
all the more important.

Happy while
teleworking
(djd). Working at the kitchen table or from the couch used to
be the exception but has become routine for many as a result
of the Corona crisis. And with it come a lot of changes, but
it also offers advantages. No more morning traffic jams when
commuting, being able to organize your day more flexibly.
Nevertheless, there are pitfalls and chances to waste time at
home, especially when you must simultaneously care for your
kids. How can workers manage to stay productive even when
working from home and achieve their goals?

Photo Credit: djd / adeccogroup.de / Unsplash (3)

Establish a fixed workplace
and fixed times

Tips for working

productively
from home
Digital transformation has begun: In order for teleworking
concepts to be successful for employees and companies, basic
rules of conduct are required.

Routines are important - especially when teleworking. A fixed
place of work ensures that you are mentally prepared for the
job. It is also important to have an ergonomic workplace with
an individually height-adjusted desk and chair. Places to relax,
such as the couch or the bed are tempting, but permanent
work while lying down, or in an awkward sitting positions can
lead to back problems over time. Despite all flexibility, fixed
working hours are equally important. "It is recommended that
you set fixed start and end times for the working day and stick
to them consistently," says HR expert Andrea Wolters from the
Adecco Group Germany. During working hours, you shouldn't
be distracted by family members or household chores. It is
helpful to have a daily and a weekly time schedule that everyone can see in the kitchen or in the hallway.

Stay in virtual contact
with your colleagues
If personal coordination, meetings and chatting by the coffee
machine are no longer possible, you are lacking exchange with
your colleagues. Instead, digital tools can be used to facilitate
remote teamwork. Another idea: A lunch break on the phone
or via video chat. "Not everyone adjusts well to teleworking.
To ensure that change is a success for employees and companies, basic rules of conduct are required," recommends
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Andrea Wolters. Productive work includes avoiding distractions and always keeping focused with the help of task lists.
Order at home is important, noise-canceling headphones can
provide protection against disturbing noises. There are more
tips at www.adeccogroup.de. Another risk while teleworking is
that over time, exercise is reduced. A walk in the fresh air in
between and a personal exercise program after work provide
new strength. And a healthy, regular meal should not be neglected: It’s best to set a regular time for lunch.

Service –
no ifs and buts!
Möbelhof is more than a furniture
store - we are a reliable partner
and competent advisor, creative
trendsetter and innovative problem
solver. Our service therefore goes
far beyond the sale of furniture,
kitchens and home accessories. At
Möbelhof you can always beneﬁt
from our comprehensive all-round
service. Discover our services and
look forward to relaxing and carefree shopping at your furniture store.
No matter what your concerns are,
whether large or small, we will
deﬁnitely ﬁnd a good solution!
Möbelhof employees do everything
they can to make every single customer happy. But see for yourself ...
Relaxed shopping –
even from home!
Your time is precious. Make an
appointment in advance for your
consultation to avoid having to wait
in line when there’s a large crowd.
After booking, a Möbelhof furnishing expert is available exclusively
for you on the desired date. You
can also easily plan your dream
furnishings from home. Möbelhof
furnishing experts are happy to
come to your home on the agreed
desired date, even outside of our

opening hours. According to your
wishes, our specialist consultants
create an individual millimeterprecise plan. Beneﬁt from the huge
selection in the Möbelhof, combined
with personal advice and without
any obligations. Book your consultation appointment in just a few
steps on our website.
Tailored living dreams –
we fulﬁll individual wishes
In the Möbelhof curtain department
you will ﬁnd a huge selection of
curtains, pleats, roller blinds or sun
protection systems. In our in-house
sewing studio, we are happy to
manufacture them individually
according to your wishes, or adapt
them to your needs. Find the right
curtains, etc. for every living area
and create a cozy and inviting
atmosphere.
Drive and save –
pick-up vans for free
Starting at a purchase value of
€ 250 and up, you will be provided
with a van free of charge by prior
arrangement, which you can use
within a radius of 100.

Möbelhof Parsberg
Lindlbergstraße 26 // 92331 Parsberg
Mo.-Fr.: 9.30 a.m.-7.00 p.m.
Sa.: 9.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.

www.moebelhof.de
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Only those who react quickly in the event of an
incident can safely fight an emerging fire with a
courageous attempt to extinguish it.

Fire alarm
instead of fun

Photo Credit: djd/ABUS/Getty Images/Nadasaki; djd/ABUS

React quickly in the event of a BBQ fire
(djd). Barbecuing is one of the most
popular leisure activities in Germany.
For many fans the season extends from
spring through summer to late autumn.
They indulge in the sizzling pleasure at
every opportunity and in many places.
Culinary delights are put on the grill in
the garden, in the park, or on the balcony. However, the danger of all of this is
often underestimated. Barbecuing means
working with an open fire - therefore,
there is an increased risk of a larger fire
and thus injury. According to estimates,
there are up to 5,000 BBQ accidents in
Germany every year, and about one in
ten ends in severe burns. The reason
for this is often the careless handling
of grill lighters such as spirit, but even
when handled with care, adverse circumstances can lead to dangerous situations. Only those who react quickly in the
event of an incident can safely fight an
emerging fire with a courageous attempt
to extinguish it.
Quick action is possible
with a compact fire
extinguishing spray
One way to do this is with the fire extinguishing spray "Fire stop" from Abus.
Basically it works like a fire extinguisher.
However, it is much easier to use and

can be kept close to the grill in an inconspicuous and space-saving manner
due to the compact size of the spray can.
Even inexperienced people can react in
the event of a fire, since the small spray
head enables the fire to be combated
in a targeted manner. The application
is simple: You shake the can
briefly, remove the seal, remove the lid and then spray it
from a safe distance onto the
source of the fire. The range
is up to four meters. This allows you to try to extinguish
the fire without endangering
yourself. The spray duration
is up to 25 seconds longer
than that of many compact
fire extinguishers. Additional
information is available at
www.abus.com/brandschutz.
Unlike a conventional fire
extinguisher, the remaining
foam can easily be removed
with a damp cloth.
Handle liquid lighters
with caution
If you want to avoid the greatest risk when barbecuing,
you should definitely avoid
lighting the grill with flam-

mable liquids such as petrol, alcohol,
petroleum, diesel or oil. Once in contact
with these liquids, the coal can ignite explosively very quickly. A safe way to light
charcoal is using commercial alternative
lighters such as paste, either from the
bottle or in solid form.

A fire extinguishing spray is much easier
to use than a conventional fire extinguisher
and can be kept close to the grill in an inconspicuous and space-saving way thanks
to the compact size of the spray can.

travel

Lots of half-timbering
and lots of cycling fun
Explore the German half-timbered
road on 3,900 kilometers
(djd). 3,900 kilometers on the bike are a long distance. Therefore, active vacationers have to decide on which of the seven
regional routes of the Deutsche Fachwerkstraße they want
to travel first. They are all delightful. Along the holiday route,
which leads from the Elbe in the north via Upper Lusatia in
eastern Saxony to Lake Constance in the south, there are more
than 100 pretty half-timbered towns with many sights.

Photo Credit: djd/Landratsamt Straubing-Bogen

Bike from the Elbe to the Harz
Depending on what you like, your physical condition and the
length of your vacation, you can discover the respective regional route on various routes. In the north, for example, you
can take the regional route "From the Elbe to the Harz," taking you from Osterode via Duderstadt to Einbeck. The city is
famous for its brewing tradition and its very well-preserved medieval city center with richly decorated half-timbered houses.
There are many other sights along
the 118-kilometer route such as
the university town of Göttingen,
Burg Plesse and the Baroque
castle Hardenberg with its picturesque castle park, or the old halftimbered town of Northeim with
its unique Theater of the Night.
Costume tours, a raft trip
and a festival
The ten stages of the regional
route "From Weserbergland via
Northern Hesse to Vogelsberg
and Spessart" also promise great
experiences. Stations that invite
you to a longer stop are Hann.
Münden with its famous Weser
Renaissance town hall, Eschwege
with 1,000 half-timbered buildings
just in the old town, or Homberg
an der Efze where the Burgberg
lures with an overwhelming view.
It is also worth parking your bike
to go on a raft trip on the Fulda
near Melsungen, or for a visit
to the fairytale house in Alsfeld.
Costume tours are offered in
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many cities and in the evening there are festivals like the one
in Bad Hersfeld.
E-bike-friendly cycle route
The star-shaped regional route in southern Germany leads from
Mosbach in the Neckar Valley to Sasbachwalden in the Black
Forest and Meersburg on Lake Constance. The cycle route with
30 picturesque half-timbered towns along the route is one of
the most varied in Germany. There are numerous bike-friendly
accommodations and e-bike charging stations along its stages.
Nothing stands in the way of extensive exploration. A cycling
map and a stage guide can help you plan your cycling holiday
and can be ordered at www.deutsche-fachwerkstrasse.de. An
overview of the entire cycle tour network of the Deutsche Fachwerkstraße is provided by the new brochure "By bike," which
can also be ordered from the website or downloaded as a PDF.

Gengenbach is one of the 30
picturesque half-timbered towns
along the star-shaped regional
route in southern Germany.

travel

Cathedral, fragrance house and chocolate:

C o l ogne
has a lot of interesting
things to offer

Cologne, Germany - At around 157 meters, the north tower of
Cologne Cathedral towers high. Cologne Cathedral is a visible
landmark of Cologne and the center of the city. The cathedral is
the second tallest church in Germany and the third tallest church
in the world. It was built for 632 years. But there is also much
more to discover in Cologne.

The choir stalls were dedicated in the 14th century. The construction of the south tower started immediately, but after 90 years,
work was stopped at a height of 56 m. In 1560, the cathedral
chapter stopped all construction, presumably for financial reasons. For centuries, a construction crane on the south tower was
a distinctive feature of the cityscape. In 1794, the cathedral was
misused by the Napoleonic troops as a horse stable and warehouse.

Photo: Feig Foto Design

In 1841, citizens of Cologne founded the "Central Cathedral
Building Association" at the instigation of King Friedrich Wilhelm
IV. In 1842, the Prussian king laid the foundation stone for the
further construction of the building. Less than 40 years later, in
1880, the cathedral was completed using modern technology. In
1943, the cathedral experienced its hardest hours, being hit by
British bombs. The structure withstood the tremors, but after the
war, numerous damages had to be repaired.
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In 1996, UNESCO declared Cologne Cathedral one of the greatest European masterpieces of Gothic architecture and a World
Heritage Site. Cologne Cathedral is considered an important
place of pilgrimage among pious Catholics, after all, the bones of
the three Magi are located there. But hundreds of thousands of
tourists and culture lovers also like to visit the church with its total
length of around 145 meters.

Chocolate lovers will also get their money's worth in Cologne.
Thanks to Hans Imhoff (1922-2007), a passionate chocolate manufacturer, the city features a chocolate museum with a fountain in
which chocolate is constantly bubbling.
In 1972, Hans Imhoff took over the Stollwerk factory in Cologne's
Südstadt. There, he accidentally discovered containers with broken machines, packaging materials and old files - scrap. He knew
immediately that he had found a treasure. He had it examined, refurbished and restored. This laid the foundation for the chocolate
museum. In 1992, Gerburg Klara Imhoff found the best location
for the museum with the old main customs office at Cologne's
Rheinau harbor area. The Chocolate Museum was opened on
October 31, 1993 after only thirteen months of construction. With
around 600,000 visitors per year, it is one of the most visited
cultural institutions in Cologne.
The most extensive presentation of the past and present history
of cocoa and chocolate worldwide is shown on more than 4000
m². The diversity of the 5000-year-old cultural history of cocoa,
but also modern chocolate production from cocoa beans to pralines, is shown here.
A walk-in tropical house, natural history information on cocoa,
exhibits of the pre-Columbian cultures of Central America, an
important porcelain and silver collection from the Baroque era
as well as numerous old machines from the time of industrialization await the visitor. In a glass chocolate factory and in the
chocolate studio, visitors can experience how chocolate products are made industrially, but also individually by hand. It is
also interesting to know where cocoa grows, and how it is grown
and harvested.
| by Renate Gradl
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Vacation in
Franconia

Photo Credit: powell83 – stock.adobe.com

Five reasons
why you must love this region
Vacationing at home is the type of vacation that has turned
into a real trend. Whether it is a city trip to Hamburg, a vacation on the Baltic Sea or a bike tour along the Romantic Road:
Germany has never been as popular a vacation destination as
it is now!

cities looked like hundreds of years ago. Everything looks more
quiet and cozy than the hectic cities of our time. Naturally, a
car will pass by you at a high speed in those towns as well, but
nevertheless, there is one thing that you can do here extremely
well and that is to break away from your ever day life!

Ranking among the top destinations is beautiful Bavaria. Forests, lakes, castles and beautiful towns. It seems like Bavaria has to offer everything you expect from a perfect vacation.
However, apart from the busy cities such as Munich, popular
holiday regions such as the Bavarian Forest and world-famous
landmarks such as Neuschwanstein Castle, there is a part of
Bavaria that you will quickly fall in love with - Franconia. Following are five reasons why you should vacation in Franconia
and what makes the region so special!

If you want to take a longer vacation and get to know as many
of Franconia’s beautiful towns as possible, there is an official
route which, by the way, is one of Germany’s most popular vacation roads: the Romantic Road (featured in issue 04/2018).
Whether on foot, by bike or the fast way by car – this road will
take you for 415 kilometers from Wurzburg in Franconia all the
way to Fuessen, where the famous Neuschwanstein Castle is
located. On the way to Germany’s fairytale castle, you will pass
by the beautiful medieval towns of Rothenburg ob der Tauber
and Dinkelsbuehl. The small town of Dinkelsbuehl is one of the
most beautiful old towns in Germany.

From Bamberg to Rothenburg – Enchanting cities

There a pictures that seem to come from the world of fairytales:
Colorful, a little bit crooked half-timbered houses, cobble stone
pavement and narrow alleys in which you completely forget
which century you are living it- Medieval towns such as Bamberg, Fuerth or Rothenburg ob der Tauber show what German

Beer cellars in Erlangen

Vacationing in Franconia does not only mean discovering new
destinations, it also means enjoying great food and beverages.
What’s better than a hearty snack and cold beer fresh from the
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tap after a long bike tour through Franconia, along the Romantic Road? Like in the rest of Bavaria, there is no lack of beer
gardens and restaurants. In Franconia, people have a special
relationship to beer because it is being brewed in many small
family-owned breweries for centuries.
Real beer lovers should visit cities like Erlangen and Bamberg
which are world-famous for their brewing traditions. While you
can enjoy the unique smoke beer in Bamberg, you should not
miss the annual “Bergkirchweih” (mountain county fair) in Erlangen which takes place around Pentecost in one of Germany’s
largest beer garden. You go “up the mountain” to enjoy typical
Franconian food and to learn about the history of the medieval
beer cellars. However, there is a lot going on in Erlangen on top
of the mountain year-round because innkeepers like the owner
of the Entla’s Cellar serve almost all year and will take you on
an exciting tour of the cellars which is family-friendly.
If you are a hobby wine sommelier and prefer wine over beer,
than vacationing in Franconia is a great choice for you as well.
In Franconia, growing wine has just as long a tradition as brewing beer, especially in and around Wurzburg. Franconian wine
Continued on page 46

There’s no better place to enjoy culinary delicacies and
a fascinating view of Bamberg than on top of the beer
cellars.

The Porzellanikon –
Two museums of diversiTy

PORZELLANIKON – STATE MUSEUM FOR PORCELAIN

Nowhere else in the world can you experience more about
porcelain than in the region of Northern Bavaria. The most
important porcelain region in Europe is located in Upper
Franconia. The Porzellanikon – State Museum of Porcelain
unites factory and collection at its two locations Selb and
Hohenberg an der Eger. Embark on a journey into the history,
present and future of porcelain.

PORZELLANIKON SELB

selb - in an auThenTic Porcelain facTory

JOIN THE
PORCELAIN
ADVENTURE!

Experience the production of porcelain in a former Rosenthal factory. This comes to life in historical production rooms,
where you can get an authentic insight into the work at that
time through an ensemble of machines, films and live demonstrations.
You will find impressive information in the „Technical Ceramics“ section. From the heat shield of the space shuttle to
the most modern products in computer technology and automotive engineering - all of this is presented in the Porzellanikon Selb.
The museum is also ideal for families with small children. The
Porzellanikon offers exciting options and interactive exhibitions
for young and old. At around 20 experimental and discovery
stations, young and old researchers can playfully understand
the basics of porcelain and experience the manufacturing
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process
their own
hands and all their senses. And best of
all: All visitors under the age of 18 do not pay admission!

www.porzellanikon.org

Blessed by nature, the state certified climatic spa Pottenstein with
its romantic sub communities
offers recreation, relaxation and
excitement in a nearly ideal way.

is characteristically dry and has a
spicy flavor. You can try it out on
one of the many wine fests in the
region. Franconian wines have the
same attributes as Franconian residents: They are down to earth and
loveable!

Photo Credit: wikipedia.org/Derzno ; www.bayern.by/Thomas Linkel; TZ Fraenkische Schweiz / Florian Trykowski

Between tradition and
modernity – The perfect mix

How can you enjoy the medieval
charm of the region and cozy restaurants without having to pass on
the fresh and young flair of a cosmopolitan city? Believe it or not,
that’s exactly what you can expect
when visiting one of he many regional university cities.

The hiking area Northern Franconia Jura
with more than 10,000 routes at more than
1,000 rock formations features one of the
world’s best infrastructures.

While traditional pub goers sit and toast to each other on the
“Stammtische” (regulars’ tables) in the restaurants, groups of
students are standing in front of them with their beer mugs in
hand before moving on to city’s clubs. That makes for a very
chummy atmosphere which is similar to that in English pubs.
Hats off to Franconia!
Bayreuth, Bamberg (in the edition 02/2018), Erlangen, Nuremberg (in the edition 04/2018) and Wurzburg: The concentration of renowned university cities can’t hardly be higher than
here. As a result, it is not surprising that palaces and churches
are given to the respective universities for use. One example
for that is Erlangen, where the Erlangen palace and the orangery in the palace garden became property of the university after Markgravine Sophie Caroline passed away and have since
been used by it. It’s quite stylish to go and do your research in
a palace rather than a “normal” university library. In June and
July, Erlangen’s palace garden is also the location of Europe’s
largest garden fest.

Be active and enjoy Franconia’s landscapes

If you enjoy an active vacation, then you should take your bike
to Franconia and get to know the region by biking through the
wonderful towns and landscapes, along rives such as Main or
Regnitz. There is not better way to relax and clear your mind
while getting to know new areas.

The Devil’s Cave is a natural karst cave near the Upper
Franconian town of Pottenstein in Bayreuth County, Bavaria. The dripstone cave is the largest of the approximately
1,000 caves in Franconian Switzerland.
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Did you know that the hiking area with the world’s best infrastructure is located in Franconian Switzerland? It can be assumed that professional climbers have already enjoyed the more
than 6,500 routes but even beginners should try out the routes
that feature various degrees of difficulty.

When listing five reasons for visiting Franconia, one reason
listed must be its wonderful Christmas markets! Needless to
say, Nuremberg’s Christmas market is one the world’s most
famous seasonal markets (read more in edition 05/2018) and
attracts millions of visitors each year. And you must admit that
Nuremberg in Winter looks like a scene straight from a book of
fairytales. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that Nuremberg’s
Christmas Market is deservedly listed among the world’s ten
most beautiful Christmas markets.
However, there are other Franconia cities that are also beautiful in winter such as Bamberg and Goessweinstein, featuring
cozy Christmas markets with a winter wonderland atmosphere. Bamberg’s love for Christmas has earned the city the title
“Christmas and nativity set” town. Several Christmas markets
| by Editor
and nativity sets live up to that name.

… for each occasion
a traditional dress
made in the Schönsee
region.

For more
than

years
FROM BAVARIA

Special items:
Large selection of
lederhosen and dirndl
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Whether you like hiking or not, you should not miss out on a
visit to Franconian Switzerland because its landscape is coined
by ruins and old castles, bold rock formations and mysterious
caves which are especially interesting for little explorers such
as the Devil’s Cave with its dripstone formations.

Franconia in Winter – Christmas markets and more

Tue-Fri 1.30 – 5 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. – 1 p.m.

www.e-shop-rose-dirndl.de

The same applies to the new sports trend hiking. Sixteen Franconian hiking regions with a total of 40,000 kilometers have
something to offer for all types of hikers. Hike to the summit of
the Schneeberg mountain (elevation 1,000 meters), discover
the mysterious swamps in the Rhön region or be amazed by the
wild and diverse landscape of Franconian Switzerland.

travel

Holiday destination Saxon Switzerland: The rugged rock
groups made of sandstone are an absolute eye-catcher.

From the North Se a to
the Allgäu: Travel tips
for your next vacation

City partnership arzberg – south bend
The partnership was officially established in 2006 as part of a ceremony on June 11,
2006 in Arzberg in the completely renovated and remodeled premises of Bergbräu
at a historic site. The connection between „Berg Brewery Müssel“ on the mountain
near the Arzberg church and the brewery of the same name in South Bend through
the Müssel family, the so-called „Bergmüssels,“ are described in great detail in the
book „The German Settlers of South Bend“ by Prof. Gabrielle Robinson described.
This collaboration between Robinson and local Arzberg historian Erwin Scherer ultimately laid the foundation for establishing the city partnership.
The years of partnership are marked by mutual visits. A fixed date every year is the
virtual Advent meeting via Skype. In addition to a student exchange lasting several
weeks, a group of students from Indiana University South Bend and their professors
were in Arzberg for several days in 2014. This visit was repeated in 2018.

(djd). Let‘s go on vacation: Planning long trips is difficult this year
due to the corona pandemic. What could be more obvious than
exploring your own country as an alternative?
Spectacular landscapes
Mountains, sea, lakes, deep forests and fjords: There is almost
nothing that you won’t find in Germany. "Our home country has
so many facets that you should not miss out on and which many
still do not know," says David Wagner, managing director of the
travel platform Kurzurlaub.de. You should have definitely seen the
spectacular landscapes of Saxon Switzerland, for example. The
jagged rock groups made of sandstone are an absolute eye-catcher. The Bastei between Rathen and Wehlen is the most famous
rock formation in Saxon Switzerland and therefore the most popular excursion destination in the region. A nearly 77 meter long
bridge runs through the rocks, from which you have a wonderful
view of the surrounding area.
Book a vacation without risk
Impressive rock formations, but also numerous castles, palaces,
ruins and stalactite caves can be admired in Franconian Switzerland. The characteristic rocks are lined up above the steep slopes of the Wiesent, Püttlach and Trubach river valleys. You can
also book your vacation without risk at Kurzurlaub.de. Payment is
made on site at the hotel and a free cancellation is also possible
in case of doubt.
Relaxation by the se a
In summer, as is well known, many are drawn to the sea to cool
off a bit when the temperatures get hot. And Germany also offers
great opportunities there. How about a beach holiday on the Baltic island of Rügen around Sellin pier? "In addition to kilometers
of sandy beaches, vacationers can look forward to spectacular
natural experiences, such as the Jasmund National Park with the
famous chalk cliffs," says Wagner. A mudflat hike on the North
Sea, for example from Neßmersiel on the East Frisian coast to the
island of Baltrum, is particularly entertaining for the whole family.
One of the most popular holiday resorts on the North Sea coast
is St. Peter Ording, the only German seaside resort with its own
sulfur source.
Enjoy an active vacation in the Allgäu
The Allgäu is also a beautiful travel destination for active vacationers who yearn for nature, breathtaking landscapes and exciting culture. After a mountain tour, you can visit the world-famous
Neuschwanstein Castle along the way, or enjoy some water fun in
lakes such as the Forggen and Hopfensee. There are numerous
options so that no vacation day really has to be the same.
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Vacation fun
right at your
doorstep

Photo Credit: TI Grainau Fotograf A. Ostler; saint_antonio – stock.adobe.com

Travel tips
and discovery
routes in Bavaria
We have been waiting for this
for weeks: Trips around and to
Bavaria are possible again. Finally - very carefully - things are
moving up! Or would you prefer
a beautiful blue lake? To culture! In a cozy inn? Or on tour
by bike. Whatever you want to experience, we would be happy
to accompany you a bit - with special tips for interesting excursions and to the favorite places of our Bavarian ambassadors.
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Routes along the Danube river
Whether on a bike or on a boat, whether unique natural landscapes, historical monuments or medieval cities - there is a lot
to discover along the Danube.
On the way along the Black Laber river loop
Flat passages alternate with steep and demanding sections
on the approximately ten-kilometer-long Black Laber loop that
Continued on page 49

The FirsT German
ComiC museum
WelCome To DuCkburG!
Did you know that Duckburg, home of Mickey
Mouse and Donald Duck, is located in northern
Bavaria? Famous translator and editor Erika
Fuchs lived in the small town of Schwarzenbach
a.d. Saale in the Fichtelgebirge region. She made
comic books popular in Germany and is recognized for her tremendous impact on modern German language.
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Bahnhofstraße 12
D-95126 Schwarzenbach a. d. Saale
www.erika-fuchs-haus.de
Phone +49 (0) 92 84 / 94 98 120
Tuesday – Sunday 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.

Erika-Fuchs-Haus is the first museum in Germany
dedicated to comics. Take a stroll through Duckburg. Find out about the history of comics. Play
with words and language at hands-on exhibits.
Discover the amazing variety of German comics.
Pass a rainy day in the comic book library, with
many volumes in English. Browse the extensive
gift shop. This is a place for the whole family.

If you want to relax on the way back, you can comfortably take
a boat from Weltenburg Monastery back to Kelheim.

On the varied tour you climb steep cliffs and hike through
light deciduous forest along the edge of the slope. Again and
again the forest provides a view of the impressive backdrop
and the idyllic, meandering Black Laber.

Wolnzach: On the trail
of green gold
"A visit to the German Hop Museum in Wolnzach is like traveling back in time through the more than 1,000-year history
of hop culture in Hallertau," says hop ambassador Elisabeth
Stiglmaier. There, you will learn everything about botany and
medicinal benefits, about harvesting and trading the hops and,
of course, about brewing beer.

Weltenburg Narrows: En route
on the five rivers bike path
Danube and Altmühl, Pegnitz, Vils and Naab, you will cycle along
all of them on the Five Rivers Cycle Path, experiencing lots of
cultural and natural moments. Between Regensburg and Kelheim, the spectacular natural backdrop of the Danube breakthrough at the Weltenburg Narrows and Weltenburg Monastery
are two particularly impressive places located close together.

Routes through Upper Bavaria
Infinite vastness and mountain peaks as far as the eyes can
see: If you can't get enough of it, you are exactly right on this
route.

One of the most beautiful destinations in Bavaria is the nature reserve "Weltenburg Narrows" with the impressive
Danube breakthrough. In 2020, it was recognized as the “First National Natural Monument in Bavaria.”

Garmisch-Partenkirchen:
Through Reintal valley
to the Zugspitze
The ascent through the Reintal is one of the most beautiful ways
to approach Zugspitze. At 21 kilometers, the hike is the longest
but also the easiest way to climb the Zugspitze. You have to be
physically fit to master the route because you must overcome
an altitude difference of about 3.300 meters to the top.

Thus, an overnight stay on the Reintalangerhütter or the Knorrhütte is recommended. If you don't want to stay overnight, you
can, of course, stop in and strengthen yourself.
Note: Learn more about the region around Garmisch-Partenkirchen and the Zugspitze in our article "Vacation around
Germany's highest mountain" in the 01/2020 issue online at
https://issuu.com/bavarian-times
Continued on page 51
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leads across the Jura slopes and along the river to the
Pfalzbauernberg near Eilsbrunn.

WINDISCHESCHENBACH:
NATURE, CULTURE AND COZINESS
By City of Windischeschenbach
Windischenschenbach, Germany - Have you always wanted to know what is so special
about Zoigl beer? And what
is fascinating about the Waldnaab Valley? Why did scientists
drill 9,101m into the depths of
the earth's crust at Windischeschenbach? Then simply book
the guided hike "Zoigl beer and
Waldnaabtal Valley".
On this entertaining hike you
visit the Windischeschenbach
Communal Brewery, walk to
Neuhaus for a morning pint
and then hike comfortably through the wild and romantic
Waldnaab Valley to the log cabin. Along the way you will learn all kinds of interesting facts
about this extraordinary nature
reserve.
After a late lunch, you will be
brought back to Windischeschenbach by bus to review the
experiences and impressions of
the hike with a twilight drink,
enjoying yet a very different
tasting Zoigl beer.
This hike costs 8 Euro per person (group of at least 10 people) and can be booked through
the tourist office Windischeschenbach at www.windischeschenbach.de
Interested in geoscientific research? 51
Or |just
curious
about how
Bavarian
Times
our planet Earth works? What

does an earthquake feel like?
Then the GEO center at the continental deep drilling site is the
right place for you. Here, the
various processes of our planet are explained to visitors in
a very descriptive way. The GEO
Center at the Continental Deep
Drilling site is open Monday to
Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. in summer and Tuesday to
Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. in winter. For more information, go to www.geozentrum-ktb.de.

The Waldnaab Valley Museum
is lovingly furnished with a lot
of attention to detail. In this
museum, located in Neuhaus
Castle, old crafts, the Upper Palatinate wildlife and the history
of our glass and porcelain industry are presented, as well as
information about the tradition
of communal brewing.
Every year, a special exhibition
adds to the diversity of the museum. This year it's handicraft
carvings. You can visit Neuhaus

Castle and the Waldnaab Valley
Museum on Sundays and public holidays from 2:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m. Closing out the day
with a visit to one of our fourteen Zoigl inns is almost a must.
You can find out which is open at
www.windischeschenbach.de,
or simply let the Zoigl star
hanging from a window guide
you. Are you curious?
Then visit Windischeschenbach, the capital of Zoigl beer!

Windischeschenbach.de

www.

Upper Palatinte Forest – Bavaria

Nature and Culture. Coziness and Zoigl beer
Superlatives of Geology

Relaxed - pristine

Tourismus Office Windischeschenbach | Hauptstraße 34
92670 Windischeschenbach | Phone: 0 96 81 / 40 12 40
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And there is a lot to discover there: Among other things, the highest-located show cave, a play area for the little guests and
the panoramic path with a viewing platform. You
can then strengthen yourself in
the Wendelsteinhaus.

Tölzer Land: Hut hopping
at Lenggrieser Brauneck
Because of the high hut density, alpine hikes on and around
Brauneck are particularly popular in summer. From the familyfriendly tour to the demanding mountain hike, everything is included. You can conquer the summit on foot or with the mountain
railway and, when you get to the top, you can choose between
several routes.
If you want to really enjoy the hut feeling, then just spend the
night in the mountains. An overnight stay is possible in several
huts on the Brauneck.
Nussdorf am Inn
Creative designer Florian Weidlich from Riedering near Rosenheim comes up with new ideas for his jewelry, especially during
mountain tours in his homeland. "Standing on the Heuberg with a view to the east: This is one of my favorite places here
at home."
The Heuberg in the Upper Bavarian Inn valley has no fewer
than four peaks - and at least one of them is easy to climb with
a gentle mountain hike. Two alpine pastures offering food and
beverages perfect this summit tour.

| by Editor

Germany's oldest high mountain railway takes you to one of the most beautiful
panoramic mountains in Germany, the Wendelstein.

Bärnau
historical park
The history park with
around 30 reconstructed
buildings from the Middle Ages is the largest museum of its kind in the
German-speaking area. In
three settlement groups
a Slavic long house, a
tower hill castle with associated residential and
outbuildings and a large hostel
from the 9th - 13th centuries AD
can be visited. Thus, the historical
park uniquely shows the historical
development of a region that is
characterized by the merging of
the Bavarian population with the
Slavic settlers.
Also visit our show construction
site. Here you can experience how
a 14th century castle for Emperor
Charles IV is built using only medieval tools and methods. Granite
stones are split by hand, beams
are carved with the ax and limestone is burned for the mortar.

History Park

bärnau-tachov

Living and Experiencing the Middle Ages

THE LARGEST ARCHAEOLOGY
PARK IN GERMANY!

At our events, actors present a
lively impression of everyday life
at that time. History is within your
grasp - in the truest sense of the
word. Our visitors can also lend a
hand and try out old techniques
themselves. Exciting tours and
hands-on programs are available
for groups, bookable at:
Bärnau-Tachov
Historical Park
Naaber Strasse 5b
95671 Bärnau
09635-9249975
info@geschichtspark.de

How did people live more
than 1000 years ago? How
did they work? What did they
eat? How did clothing and
lifestyles change between
AD 800 and AD 1300? Take
a journey back in time at the
Bärnau-Tachov History Park
and �nd out �or yourselves�

www.geschichtspark.de/en

Photo Credit: Chiemsee-Alpenland Tourismus

Brannenburg: With the cog railway
to the Wendelstein
The journey is the reward when you take one of the most
oldest high mountain railways in Germany to one of the most
beautiful summits in Bavaria. You will pass eight galleries, seven
tunnels and twelve bridges before you reach the mountain station
at 1.270 meters.

food & drinks

It takes only 20
minutes to prepare
a schnitzel roulade.
Serve with gravy
and potato salad.

Recipe tip:

Schnitzel roulade
Ingredients for two servings:
•

2 pork schnitzel, 160 g each

•

80 g breadcrumbs

•

1 egg size M

•

30 g of flour

•

150 g clarified butter

•

1 tbsp. of granular mustard

•

4 slices of bacon

•

2 small pickles

•

1 small onion

Preparation:
1.
2.

Photo Credit: djd / www.schweinske.de

3.

4.

5.

6.

Tenderize the schnitzel between two sheets of
saran wrap until thin.
Spread the mustard thinly on the schnitzel. Cut
the onion and pickled gherkins into strips and
place them with two slices of bacon on each
side of the schnitzel. Fold over the other half and
press to tighten.
Mix the breadcrumbs and whisk the egg in a
bowl. Put the flour and breadcrumbs on a deep
plate.
Turn the schnitzel in the flour, tap off excess
flour. Pull through the egg, turn in the crumbs,
and firmly press the breading onto the meat.
Heat the clarified butter in a large pan. Bake
the schnitzel until golden yellow for about 3-4
minutes. Drain on kitchen paper, arrange for
serving.
Goes well with a fine gravy and potato salad.
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The path to happiness
with schnitzel
(djd). Schnitzel is not just schnitzel. The type of meat you buy
determines whether there will be a tasty meal on your plate. A
pork cutlet should look soft pink. If it is fresh, the cut surfaces
are also smooth and relatively dry. If you press the meat briefly
with your finger, it hardly gives in. Water must not escape when
being pressed or cut. The 30
Schweinske restaurants around
Hamburg as well as in Kiel, Düsseldorf
and Cologne, which
specialize in the preparation of
schnitzel, pay particular attention
to this. These three tips for home
cooking and the recipe tip come
from these schnitzel experts.

Germany’s
favorite dish

1. Tenderizing the meat
A schnitzel only tastes juicy when
the meat fibers remain intact
when tenderized. Tip: To protect
the fibers, place the meat between two sheets saran wrap and
beat it flat with a small saucepan.
2. Breading
Put flour on a plate, whisk the
egg in a deep plate and add
breadcrumbs or breadcrumbs to
another plate. Salt the schnitzel,
flour it, pull it through the egg
and bread. Bread the schnitzel
right before baking, to ensure the breading does not absorb
moisture and becomes crispy. Tip: For a particularly airy breading, use some coarser breadcrumbs that are less sticky. Homemade breadcrumbs can also be used for breading.
3. Roasting
An average-sized schnitzel is fried or baked on each side for
about 3 minutes at 175 degrees Celsius. Lard is particularly suitable as frying fat. Tip: Only put the schnitzel in the pan when the
required cooking temperature has been reached.

food & Drinks

Second week of the Summer Sense Campaign
shares recipes for the family

FROSTY BANANA BITES
Ingredients:
• ½ cup oats
• ¼ cup coconut
• 1 tablespoon sesame seeds
• 3 or 4 bananas
Preparation:
Cover a baking tray with foil or wax paper.
Measure the oats, coconut and sesame seeds into a bowl and
mix well. Peel bananas and cut them into bite sized pieces.
Dip each piece of banana into the oats, and turn until coated.
Place onto the baking tray, and repeat until all bananas are
coated. Freeze for 2 hours, or overnight, then serve frozen.

Looking for ways to have fun
with the family?
Try an old fashioned barbecue, as it can be done without a great
deal of travel. You can also involve the kids in creating non-open
flame dishes for the whole family to enjoy. Here are a couple of
recipes that are kid friendly and taste delicious:

ENGLISH MUFFIN PIZZAS
Ingredients:
• 2 English muffins
• 2 tablespoons spaghetti sauce
• 4 cherry tomatoes
• ½ red bell pepper
• Handful of grated cheese

BräuWirt Restaurant and Brewery in Weiden‘s Old Town!
Tradit
Traditional
dishes and typical Bavarian specialties served fresh
from
fr
om the kitchen. The brewery offers high-quality, home-made
Zoigl be
beers, brewed following the Bavarian purity requirements.
Visit us at the BräuWirt!

LEMONADE SPRITZER
Ingredients:
• Lemonade
• Sparkling water
• Mix together and serve over ice
These are just a few ideas to get the entire family involved. Enjoy
this summer under the sun, but do so while staying safe. Remember your sunscreen, and limit your alcohol intake when having fun
outside. Have a safe and sober summer!
The 2020 Summer Sense Campaign runs from Memorial Day
through Labor Day. So every Wednesday, listen for ASAP’s broadcast segment on AFN Bavaria. Then return to this article for the
discussed recipes, quizzes and more.
Editor’s Note: Sidney Sullivan, with the U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria Public Affairs Office, contributed to this article.

| by Laura Garcia, program specialist
with Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP)
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äu rt · Unterer Markt 9 · 92637 Weiden/OPf. · Phone: 0961 481330
äuWi
Gasthausbrauerei
BräuWirt
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Preparation:
Heat oven to 350 F.
Split each muffin in two to make pizza bases.
Spread spaghetti sauce equally over each half.
Chop red pepper and tomatoes into smaller pieces.
Spread diced vegetables over sauce.
Sprinkle cheese over the top.
Bake in oven for 8 minutes.
Have an adult help remove the hot pan.

TRENDS
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FRIENDS
Furniture, Giftshop, Lamps/Lights and more...
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English
speaking staff

GIFT
SHOP

Ruoffstraße 20
92224 Amberg
Tel. 0 96 21/47 80
info@frauendorfer.de
opening hours:
Mo.-We. 9.30am-6.30pm
Th.+Fr. 9.30am-7.00pm
Saturday 9.30am-5.00pm

999.-

PRICE BY PICCKUP
incl. motor for
electric seat deppth adjustmennt

FRIENDSHIP-PRICE
SOFA CORNER SET, material grey, 96% polyester, 4% polyamid, Sofa legs silver lacquered, incl. electric seat depth adjustment from 80-100 cm on 2-seater, side dimension appx 300x225 cm, Sofa bed
area appx 125x240 cm, incl. electric seat depth adjustement and pillows. Pillows are not included

Visit our

GIFT
SHOP

www.frauendorfer.de

E
ONLIN
SHOP

